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ABSTRACT 
The locations and depths of earthquakes occurring in the 
Walker Pass Region, California, and the surrounding area have 
been examined for the period from January, 1934, to December, 1963. 
Whenever possible, least-square computer locations programs have been 
used to check or revise the previously determined epicenters and 
origin times. In most cases, epicenters determined by machine 
methods are within ten kilometers of those previously assigned. 
Accurate depths, whenever they could be calculated, were always 
fouud to be less than fifteen kilometers and usually less than ten 
kilometers. 
The sequence of earthquakes occurring in the Walker Pass 
region in March, 19116, has been carefully examined. While no 
major shifts in epicenters were found, the depth of the main 
shock of this series has been revised from twenty-one kilometers 
to less than ten kilometers. This revision cast doubt on 
the assertion that the earthquake originated on the Sierra Front 
Fault and made it likely that the earthquake occurred on one of 
the northwest-southeast trending faults in the interior of the 
Sierra mass. 
Finally, the general distribution of earthquakes furnishes 
no evidence for the existence of a continuous deep-lying structure 
traversing the southern part of the Sierra Nevada. While the 
possibility of the existence at such a structure has not been 
excluded, practically all of the evidence upon which such a 
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speculation might be based has been removed. Any relation between 
activity in thiR region and the activity in the nearby White Wolf 
Fault region must instead be explained by means of a mutual 
transfer of strain between systems of different trend and 
character. 
The computer programs used for the location of the earthquakes 
reported in this study are discussed in Appendices A and B. 
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INTRODUCTION 
March 15, 1946, a magnitude 6.3 earthquake occurred near Walker 
Pass, a region visited only infrequently by earthquakes prior to 
that date. This earthquake and its aftershocks were studied by 
Chakrabarty and Richter (1949). The conclusions drawn from that 
study were that the earthquake's location was somewhat west of the 
Sierra Fault, and that it had a depth of twenty-one kilometers. 
The assigned position and depth of the earthquake were cited also 
as evidence that the Sierra Fault in this region had a dip of seventy 
degrees to the west. 
Six years later (July 21, 1952), a magnitude 7.6 earthquake 
occurred west of the Walker Pass area in the vicinity of Tehachapi. 
This eai:thquake u1.:c.;urre<l. un Lhe ::;uppui:;etlly ln1:11.:tive White Wolf F<::tult 
which had been identified nearly half a century earlier, but which was 
thought to be dead and not likely to be the source of a major 
earthquake. 
Many new stations were installed in the area following the 
Arvin-Tehachapi earthquake. Data from these stations made possible 
the accurate determination of hypocenters for both the 1952 
earthquake there and the one of 1946 in Walker Pass. Data for 
a further study of the original earthquake sequence was added when 
the Walker Pass region itself again became active between 1955 
and the present (1964). 
This study was undertaken in order to clarify the relationship 
between the earthquake sources of 1946, 1952, and more recent date. 
These successive earthquakes posed a question with regard to the 
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structure of the southern Sierra. Did they represent the seismicity 
of a scruccure nae exposed on Che surfa~e ~aicl1 extended the trend 
of the White Wolf Fault across the Sierra? 
Such an hypothesis would not readily be reconciled with the 
results obtained by Chakrobarty and Richter. However, conclusions 
derived from the 1952 events had already revealed the need for 
serious re-evaluation of the data used in the 1949 study. 
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SUMMARY OF EARTHQUAKE DATA SOURCES 
Eighteenth century accounts of Spanish explorers provide the 
earliest sources of data concerning earthquakes in California. 
Similar data appear in more recent times both in the recordo 
maintained by military agencies and in newspaper reports. It is 
only since 1887 that scientifically reliable data recorded at 
seismographic stations have been available. 
The first two such stations in California, and indeed in the 
United States, were established at Berkeley and at the Lick 
Observatory in that yi>ar. Alt:hough the seismographs that were 
installed there had a low magnification, they were quite capable 
of detect~ng large earthquakes. This capacity made it much less 
likely for large earthquakes within the state to escape notice 
than had been the case prior to their installation. Indeed, the 
value of definitive sources for origin times even at this early 
stage of instrumentation cannot be exaggerated. It was from this 
two station nucleus that a seismographic network, increasing in 
worth with the addition of oLi::! Lluns aml the uae of increasingly 
sensitive instruments was expanded over the years throughout 
northern California. 
Interest in the study of earthquakes occurring in southern 
California was initiated by Mr. H. 0. Wood. Prompted by his 
enthusiasm, a cooperative program for this purpas e was set up 
in 1921 between the Carnegie Institution of Washington and the 
California Institute of Technology. Under the auspices of this 
program, the Wood-Anderson Torsion Seismometer was developed. 
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The new instrument resolved previously existing problems of recording 
local dii::>turuauL:es, and coupled with the solution to the problem 
of accurately recording time, made possible the development of a 
southern California seismographic network designed to study 
local earthquakes. 
The end of 1928 saw five stations of the net: Pasadena, 
Riverside, Mount Wilson, La Jolla, and Santa Barbara routinely re-
cording earthquakes. Two more, Haiwee and Tinemaha, were installed and 
functioning satisfactorily by the end of September, 1929. While 
other stations were added to the network after 1929, the next 
most important one, with regard to earthquakes in the Walker Pass 
region, was at China Lake, which was placed in operation in 
July, 1949. Under the impetus of tht? Arvin-Tehachapi earthquake 
of 1952, stations were added at Woody (August, 1952) and Isabella 
(January, 1954). Goldstone (November, 1961), the newest station 
in the network, will be of value in the further study of Walker 
Pass seismicity by providing significant control to the southeast. 
All of the stat.ions in the southern California network are 
pri::q:::i:mtly equipped with Benioff short period vertical seismometers. 
In addition, stations may have Wood-Anderson Torsion seismometers 
and/or strong motion equipment as well as equipment designed for 
the recording of teleseisms. Haiwee and Isabella added such strong 
motion equipment a·fter the Arvin-Tehachapi earthquake. The lower 
magnification of this strong motion equipment both permits the 
recovery of data other than first arrival times from large events 
occurring in the immediate area, and provides for the separation 
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of large, closely spaced events in the aftershock sequence. While 
no disturbance of major importance has occurred in southern 
California since the 1952 earthquake, the presence of this 
equipment at Haiwee and Isabella provided information concerning 
arrival times of secondary phases which would not otherwise have 
been available for the earthquakes of January and October, 1961. 
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METHODS FOR THE ABSOLUTE LOCATION OF EARTHQUAKES 
Ai:;, :mun ai:;, the seismugi;·aphic network for recording earthquakco 
in southern California was functioning, the Seismological Laboratory 
at Pasadena turned to the problem of establishing the velocity 
structure of the area covered by the net. Knowledge of the velocity 
structure in southern California was essential to the program's 
purpose of accurately locating earthquakes occurring in the area. 
Initially, locations were assigned on the basis of S minus P 
times alone. Within four years, however, Gutenberg had completed 
the first study of travel times for southern California (Gutenberg, 
1932) , and the earthquakes were being located with reference to his 
structure analysis. Subsequently, he modified that original 
structure analysis (Gutenberg 1944, 1951). It is Gutenberg's 1951 
modifications, plus others suggested by Press (1960), and the U, S. 
Geological Survey which forms the basis for the velocity structure 
concept currently used for locating earthquakes in southern California. 
Up to 1962, the method by which most earthquakes in southern 
California were located consisted of making a first approximation 
regarding the earthquake's origin time from the S minus P data and 
calculating the distance of the focus from the stations using the 
travel time curves and the P minus 0 times. A preliminary location 
obtained from the intersection of the arcs thus determined was 
assumed. If the intersecting arcs for the preliminary location seemed 
to leave too great a possibility for gross error, adjustments were 
mode to the aocumcd origin time. When the adjustments provided 
values for the P minus 0 times which gave the smallest circle of 
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confusion for the intersecting arcs, a final location was assigned. 
In some special cases, locations were further refined by means 
of calculating the distance from the focus to the stations and 
making intuitive adjustments to the origin time and location. This 
procedure was continued until the difference between the observed 
and calculated travel times was minimized. 
Locations assigned to a few earthquakes were also reviewed by 
means of the least-squares method using a desk calculator. 
In such cases preference for data from the nearer stations, which 
receive the direct wave, was always recognized. 
The increasing availability of digital computers has made the 
use of the least-square technique more practical. Programs could 
be constructed which would give the location by least-square 
solution for hypocenters in fifteen minutes (Bendix G~lSD) , or 
two seconds (IBM 7094) rather than the four hours necessary for 
manually carrying out the opcrotion. 
The Seismological Laboratory at Pasadena began using one, such 
program in 1962 for the location of local earthquakes (Nordquist, 
1962). Another program, using individual station corrections 
has also been tested (Cisternas, 1963). Both of these programs 
assumed a parallel plane layer structure, and although some other 
structures have been used, locations have been assigned principally 
on the basis of the structure by Press (1960). 
Larger and more powerful programs for epicentral location have 
been written by both Cisternas and Gardner. These programs, while 
continuing to use the least-square technique, provide in addition 
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a means of compensating for the varying structure found in 
southern California. 
The locations and depths of earthquakes presented in this 
paper were determined by a computer program developed by the author. 
It provides for the possibility of solution by either a parallel 
plane layer or a non-parallel plane layer technique. An outline of 
the program and its general procedure will be found in Appendix A. 
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METHOD FOR THE REIATIVE LOCATION OF EARTHQUAKES 
The method for the relative location of earthquakes has two 
major advantages. First, it can be used in an area where a 
knowledge of the complete structure traversed by the seismic waves 
is not available. Second, it can be used for shocks in which the 
number of data for an absolute location is inadequate. In addition, 
thP nl'lP of ri=>lat-ivP locations makes possible the geographic grouping 
of large numbers of earthquakes for further study. 
Known as "differencing", this method examines earthquakes in 
pairs. Its purpose is to locate the two earthquakes relative 
to one another by comparing the differences in arrival times of the 
shocks at the stations in the seismographic net. This is accomplished 
by subtracting the arrival time of one earthquake from that of the 
other at each station, and establishing a 11 difference 11 value between 
the two earthquakes for each station. These difference values 
are a measure both of the displacement of the two hypocenters and 
the difference in origin time. Therefore, the more nearly al,l of 
the tlifft:?:n:mce::; are t:?lj_ual, Lhe cluser the two hypocenters are 
together. 
In operation, the method assumes that each earthquake has a 
unique set of travel times to the station, and consequently that 
two earthquakes will have the same travel times to all of the 
stations if and only if they have the same focus. 
However, where the difference values are constant to within 
three-tenths of a second, the two earthquakes are assumed to be 
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from the same source. The plus or minus three-tenths of a second 
is allowed to compensate for two sources of error. One is the 
possibility of recording imperfections by the instruments concerned. 
The other is the possibility of human error in measurement. Hecause 
of the allowance for these potential errors, the same focus must 
be assumed for the two earthquakes since differences of focus within 
the three-tenths of a second would be impo88iule Lu ueLecL. 
If the difference values are not constant, that is if their 
range exceeds three-tenths of a second, the displacement of one 
hypocenter from the other con be colculatcd on the basis of velocities 
in the immediate area. When the calculated displacement of the two 
hypocanters from each other is found to be no more than ten 
kilometers, the relative displacement of the hypocenters 
established by the calculation is accepted as valid, and the 
gross paths of the seismic waves from the two hypocenters to the 
stations are assumed to be the same. 
The most useful earthquake pairs for study, obviously, are 
those in which the difference values for the arrival times of the 
two earthquakes are constant to within plus or minus three-tenths 
of a second at all of the stations. In such cases, three benefits 
may be anticipated. 
First, the two sets of data provide mutual checks for each 
other by which likely errors are exposed through discrepancies in 
the differences. If three or more earthquakes are differenced 
with each other, even individual errors may sometimes be found. 
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Second, a combination of several earthquakes can provide 
travel time data to more stations than a i:;ingle i:;hu(.;k U(.;(.;Urrlug 
at any one time. Especially is this true of stations, such as the 
portable units used in the field after the occurrence of a major 
event, which are started and discontinued throughout the years. 
In addition, combined data can be used to compensate for stations 
from which data are missing due to malfunction. For example, 
data from Haiwee are missing for the two largest earthquakes 
(January 28, 1961 at 08:12 GCT and September 16, 1962 at 05:36 GCT) 
046 0 t known to have occurred near the epicenter at 35 '.N, 118 03 W. 
However, since other, smaller earthquakes have occurred in that 
area, it is known with reasonable certainty that the travel time 
to Haiwee from this epicenter is near 6.6 seconds. 
Third, where difference values can be shown to be constant, a 
means is available for discovering arrival times for the secondary 
phases of the event. In particular, S arrivals, usually totally 
lost in the larger event, can be recovered and used to aid in the 
location of the shock. 
AP- th<" numhi:.w of rP.liably locAted earthquakes increased, the 
well recorded data for their location has often been sufficient 
to establish the hypocenters for others which occurred when there 
were fewer seismic stations, or when those in existence were 
handicapped by malfunction. Differencing is what makes this 
possible. 
Just as a computer program for the least-square method of 
absolute location of earthquakes has been written, so has one been 
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written for the relative location of earthquakes by the 
differencing method. The program is intended to be used for those 
earthquakes in which the difference in location is at most only 
a few kilometers. An outline of the program's structure and 
procedure is presented in Appendix B. 
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METHOD OF SEARCH FOR EARTHQUAKES OCCURRING NEAR 
WALKER PASS 
Although the first stations of southern California 1 s 
seismographic net began regular recording of data in 1926, routine 
publication of the location of earthquakes occurring in southern 
California did not begin until 1934. The possibility of publication 
prior to that date had been impeded by shortages of personnel 
and financing, lack of knowledge regarding the structure and 
velocities of southern California, and the extra workload caused 
by the Long Beach earthquake of 1933. 
Southern California earthquake data published since 1934 were 
firot cataloged through 1957 onto IBM cards by Drs. C R. A11P.n 
and Pierre St. Amand. The card catalog, updated through 1962 by the 
author, has had corrections, additions, and revisions in epicenters 
and magnitudes made to its entirety by Mr. John M. Nordquist. 
With respect to earthquakes occurring in the Walker Pass 
region and its surrounding area, a list of all such events was 
first prepared by applying a computer program, developed by Mr. 
John M. Nordquist (1964) to the IBM card catalog. This initial 
list was then refined to include only tho::>e ::;hu1.:ks having a 
Richter magnitude of 3.6 or greater, and prepared as a Table (1) 
for publication in this paper~ 
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QUALITY OF LOCATION OF EARTHQUAKES NEAR THE WALKER 
PASS REGION 
Walker Pass is about forty kilometers from Haiwee, Isabella, 
and China Lake, all of which receive the direct wave from this 
region as the first arrival. Because these stations are nearly 
equidistant from Walker Pass, the epicentral locations are 
excellent when data from all of them are present. 
The direct wave as the first arrival is also received by the 
statious at Wuody, ForL Tejou, Goldstone, and Tinemaha. Tinernaha 
is almost beyond the range at which the direct wave normally 
arrives first; but because of the many peculiarities of the 
Sierra structure, earthquakes from the Kern County region with 
epicentral distances as great as 170 kilometers have been found 
to record the direct wave as the first arrival (Richter, p 194, 
1955). The remaining stations of the network normally record 
refracted arrivals as the first arrival from the Walker Pass region. 
Between the inception of the seismographic network and 1949, 
only Haiwee and Tinemaha received the direct arrival from epicenters 
in the Walker Pass region. During that time, the essential 
east-west control was supplied only by Santa Barbara, which 
received first the refracted arrival. 
The inadequacy of this east-west control by Santa Barbara is 
oi;,;i;.;aoluuetl liy Lhe <..:uu:;LauL presen<..:e Lhere of a large background 
noise level which obscures first arrivals, particularly those 
of earthquakes with magnitude less than 4.5. In addition, structural 
control on the path between the Walker Pass region and Santa 
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~arbara is not good, both because of the proximity of Santa Barbara 
to the coast and the thick sedimentary section there, and the 
position of the Walker Pass region above the deepest portion of the 
Sierra Nevada root. Thus, travel times from the Walker Pass region 
to Santa Barbara may deviate markedly from the normal travel times 
assumed for southern California structure. 
Because the north-oouth control in the Walker Pass region 
was much better than the east-west control, the latitude of 
epicenters there through 1948 was much more certain than the 
longitude. A trivial amount of additional east-west control was 
provided by a portable unit taken into the region for the 
aftershock series of the Walker Pass earthquake of 1946. However, 
the concurrent failure of recording at the station at Haiwee was 
a serious deficiency. It was not until the installation of the 
station at China Lake in 1949 that the quality of east-west control 
for shocks occurring since that date improved and the location 
of epicenters in that region was markedly better. However, n~ 
important earthquakes occurred in this region, with the exception 
of a swarm near Little Lake in June and July of 1951, until after 
the stations at Woody (1952) and Isabella (1954) had been added to 
the net. 
During the period prior to 1948, epicenters which were not 
in the Walker Pass region proper suffered to a lesser degree 
from the lack of east-west control since Haiwee could provide 
it. This was true for epicenters in both the Argus Mountains 
to the east of Haiwee and those in the interior of the Sierra block. 
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As epicenters approached the Garlock Fault. the stations at Pasadena 
and Mount Wilson which also receive the direct wave began to 
provide an increasing measure of east-west control. Thus, the 
locations of these earthquakes are somewhat better than the 
location of earthquakes in the Walker Pass region itself before 
the advent of China Lake. 
The differencing technique applied to earthquakes in the 
Walker Pass region has been, in a few cases, exceptionally useful 
for the period 1936-1948, particularly for earthquakes which have 
occurred near the station at Haiwee and in the desert region 
near Brown. One or two very remarkable cases of constant 
ditterence values have appeared. In these few cases, where 
differencing was so successful, confidence in the accuracy of 
the epicenters may reach the level of that felt for those shocks 
recorded in more recent times with the greater number of stations. 
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EARTHQUAKES IN THE SOUTHERN SIERRA REGION BEFORE 1934 
Since reliable knowledge concerning the frequency of the 
occurrence of m.ajor earthquakes in any area requires many years 
of accurate recording and evaluation, a chronological discussion 
of the earthquakes in California is necessarily hampered by the 
lack of such data. Historical evidence for such events can be 
found beginning as early as 1769, but is most charitably described 
as inadequate. 
A search of Townley and Allen (1939) and the Earthquake 
History of the United States, Part II, provided the following 
information for shocks in the southern Sierra region. It includes 
a record of both those seismic events occurring before the 
installation of seismographs, and those recorded in the period 
from 1887 to 1934 when routine publication of earthquake data 
for southern California was begun. 
The first such seismic event was reported for the Owens Valley 
region. It had for a source Indian recall of an earthquake occurring 
about eighty years before a more recent event (1872), which would, 
if acceptable, give us 1790 as the beginning for the historic study 
of seismic activity in the southern Sierra. A record of this type 
cannot be considered reliable in any degree. However, since numerous 
recent fault scarps attest to recent movements in the area, it is 
not necessary that any value be attached to it. 
The second report applicable to the southern Sierra includes 
a series of earth tremors beginning in August, 1868, and continuing 
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through September. The largest shock was reported to have occurred 
September 4, 1868. Epicenters for the whole series were apparently 
centered on the Upper Kern River. 
Three years later, in July, 1871, a severe shock was felt at 
the Joe Walker Mine located on the east side of Walker Basin in 
Kern County. The mine was reported to have filled almost instantly 
with water as a result of the earthquake. 
In the latter half of 1871 and the first three months of 
1872, Owens Valley was reported as the location of another 
series of earthquakes. They might reasonably be consider~n 
foreshocks of the earthquake which occurred near Lone Pine, 
March 26, 1872, at 2:30 a.m. This earthquake is quite likely 
the largest which ~as occurred in California in historic 
times. Adobe houses were shattered as far away as Indian Wells, 
near China Lake. In Lone Pine itself, no adobe house escaped 
destruction. Both vertical movements as great as twenty-three 
feet and horizontal displacements as much as twenty feet were, 
observed. Unfortunately, the importance of evidence regarding 
lateral movements was not recognized, and it has disappeared 
with time, leaving uncertain exactly what type of movements 
took place. Earthquakes which may be considered as aftershocks 
of this event persisted for many years. 
It is from a newspaper source that information about three 
distinct shocks felt at Tehachapi comes for the catalog of southern 
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California earthquakes. They began February 13, 1890, at 2:10 a.m. 
and were spaced about twenty minutes apart. 
Weather Bureau and press reports were also the only published 
information on the series of earthquakes occurring in Death Valley 
during October and November, 1908. However, the strongest shock 
of the series, that of November Lf, was recorded by instruments as 
nearby as Berkeley and as far away as Ottawa. 
Another southern Sierra earthquake occurred May 28, 1915 
Its location east of Springerville in Tulare County was 
established by both instrumental records and the shape of the telt 
area. Its magnitude was closer to 5 3/4 than 6. (Dr. C.F. Richter, 
personal conununication). 
Death Valley was the site of another potentially destructive 
earthquake November 10, 1916. Reports from the seismograph stations 
at Reno, Berkeley, and Mount Hamilton provide the evidence for the 
locatluu of Lhe epicenter ln the desert region of the Garlock 
Fault just south of the valley. 
The following year, an earthquake which was felt from Little 
Lake on the south to a point just beyond Independence on the 
north occurred. A 160 foot long break in the Los Angeles 
aqueduct occurred on the same day, July 6, 1917, but it is not 
certain whether the earthquake was responsible for the break. 
The next three earthquakes in the chronological catalog all 
touch Kern County. The first, on March 23, 1918, brought felt 
reports from Brown in Kern County and Little Lake in Inyo County. 
The second, on June 30, 1926, in the Kern River Canyon, produced 
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shaking so severe that workmen in the area had difficulty standing. 
The third, on July 25, 1932, was assigned a location near the Kern 
River of 35°48 1N, 118°32 1W. This earthquake, with an origin time 
of 10:51 p.m. and a magnitude of 4 1/2, was recorded by instruments. 
However the accuracy of the assigned location may be overestimated 
since the recording was very incomplete. 
It is probable that since 1850 every earthquake whose 
magnitude equaled that of the San Francisco earthquake of 1906 
has been recorded. On that premise, and in view of the results of 
the search reported in the preceding paragraphs, it 8eern8 
reasonable to assume that no major earthquake had occurred in the 
Walker Pass region proper. However, the fact that a major earthquake 
could escape notice bccauoc the area was sparsely populated is not 
impossible. 
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EARTHQUAKES LOCATED INSTRUMENTALLY 
IN THE WALKER PASS REGION AND SURROUNDING AREA 
BETWEEN JANUARY 1, 1934, AND MARCH 15, 1%6 
Only twenty-four earthquakes of magnitude greater than 3.5 
were found in the region shown in Figure 2. Of these, only four 
possessed a magnitude greater than 4.4. Since earthquakes were 
reported to the nearest half of a magnitude unit prior to 1943, 
it is certain that some earthquakes with a magnitude greaLer 
than 3.5 have been missed. However, it is unlikely that many 
with a magnitude as great as four have been omitted. 
Locations using the parallel plane layer locations program 
were attempted for these twenty-four earthquakes. Many converged 
to a solution, but the adequacy of these solutions could be 
questioned in almost all cases. Locations for the earthquakes 
in the Walker Pass region and northward were seriously affected 
by the poor reliability of travel times to Santa Barbara. Locations 
further south had the benefit of the better east-west control 
provided by Pasadena, Mount Wilson, and Riverside, but lacked 
near station control. No epicentral determinations or origin 
times were modified since the quality of the locations provided 
by the computer solution were at best only equal to the original 
determination of those quantities. 
Many of the twenty-four earthquakes tended to fall into one 
of two groups. First, those earthquakes which tended to occur 
in swarms. Second, the earthquakes which tended to occur 
repeatedly from the same epicentral area. When an earthquake 
fell into the second group, and one of the repetitions occurred 
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after 1949, the post-1949 location, if sufficiently well known, 
could establish that of the others in the group. These locations 
could be checked, either by direct comparison of the travel times 
or by use of the earthquake comparison program. However, ::;im.:e 
few of the locations obtained by such checks were of better 
quality than the original ones, only these few epicenters 
were revised. 
Epicenters of earthquakes with magnitude greater than 3.8 
have been plotted on Figure 2, with the exception of some 
occurring near the station at Haiwee. Prior to March 15, 1946, 
only one such earthquake occurred in the Walker Pass region proper. 
This earthquake, a magnitude 4, occurred on February 8, 1935, at 
04: 22 GCT. Examination of the arr:Lv;:i 1 t:imA data for the earthquake 
led to the conclusion that it actually occurred somewhat further 
east. Unfortunately, the arrival time data for the earthquake 
were not sufficiently consistent to obtain a meaningful solution 
from the computer program. Therefore, the original location 
assigned to the epicenter was not altered. 
o I . o I In May, 1935, the epicenter near 35 42 N, 118 22 W became 
active, Over fifty earthquakes above magnitude two were assigned 
to this epicenter. The largest occurred June 11, 1935, at 16:2J GCT. 
This earthquake was located relative to the earthquake of May 
28, 1955 at 19:44 GCT. The location obtained was 35°Lf2.5 1N, 
ll8°21.4 1W at a depth of zero kilometers and with an origin time 
of 16:20:45 GCT. The May 28, 1955, earthquake was also used to 
establish relative locations for two later earthquakes assigned 
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to this epicenter. One of them occurred May 3, 1936, at 14:20 GCT 
and the other January 19, 1937, at 23:57 GCT. 
The May 3, 1936, earthquake converged to an epicentral 
solution near 35' .li-5 .01 N, 118° 29. 71 W at a depth of 7. 2 kilometers 
and with an origin time of 14:21:00 GCT. However, the presence of 
large residuals at several key stations showed it to be 
nn.c::i:if"iRf::irrnr·y. 1'hP .fannary lC}, lC}37, earthquake converged to 
an epicentral solution near 3140.41 N, 11~ 18.61 Wat a depth of 
15.l kilometers and with an origin time of 23:57:38 GCT. Since 
none of the locations or origin times provided by the computer 
program for earthquakes near the epicenter 3) 421 N, 11~ 221 W 
seemed fundamentally of better quality than the original ones, 
the latter were retained. 
The Haiwee region possesses a number of epicenters from which 
earthquakes have originated repeatedly over the years. These 
were labeled by H. 0. Wood (p. 233, 1947) as "habitual epicenters." 
The earthquake which occurred on April 24, 1936, at 19:00 GCT was 
the first above magnitude 3.6 reported for the Haiwcc region after 
the routine publication of southern California earthquake data 
began. The travel times for this earthquake, and those occurring 
on June 22, 1942, 22:13 GCT; June 22, 1942, 21:51 GCT; October 16, 
1942, 10:07 GCT; May 30, 19L~3, 07:50 GCT; July 26, 1945, 10:10 GCT; 
and January 5, 1959, 12:36 GCT are given in Table 16. 
It is apparent from an inspection of the data in Table 16 that 
the earthquakes are not far removed from each other. However, all 
attempts to relocate them by use of the earthquake comparison 
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program were unsuccessful. Again, the probable cause of this failure 
was inconsistent data. A more detailed discussion of the sequence 
of earthquakes corrnnencing on January 5, 1959, has been developed by 
Richter (1960), and the ~ sequence will be further examined 
in this paper. 
On September 10, 1937, at 19:34 GCT, the first earthquake 
above a magnitude 3.5 was reported from the area midway between 
Haiwee and Walker Pass. It had a magnitude near 3.6. Other 
earthquakes reported from this area are given in Table 21. They 
include the earthquake of September 18, 1937, at 08:37 GCT; and 
the earthquakes of September 16, 1943, at 00:16 CCT and 07:52 GCT. 
The latter is the largest which occurred in this group. 
Since 1952, no earthquake large enough to be well recorded 
at the distant stations has occurred in the area between Haiwee 
and Walker Pass. Several earthquakes smaller than 3.5 have 
occurred, but because of the lack of earthquakes suitable in size 
for use in the comparison program, the relocation of these 
earthquakes was not attempted. Although the epicenters of the 
larger shocks shown in Table 21 are not as accurate as might be 
desired, the fact that they have been assigned generally to the 
correct location can be shown by a comparison of the travel times 
appearing in the same table. 
The first of the two larger shocks which occurred in the area 
shown in Figure 2 prior to the Walker Pass earthquakes of 1946 
uL:i.;urretl un September 17, 1938. ALLempLs Lo find an earthquake in 
the immediate area for comparison purposes were unsuccessful. 
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The location has not, therefore, been modified in any way. 
The second of the two larger shocks occurred on January 7, 1939, 
at 20:21 GCT. Travel times for this shock, as well as those of 
August 15, 1939, at 15:48 GCT; August 9, 1944, at 14:01 GCT; August 
12, 1944, at 08:25 GCT; and August 13, 1944, at 06:27 GCT are 
given in Table 22. Locations were attempted using the comparison 
program, with the earthquake occurring on July 23, 1956, at 10:43 
GCT as the key shock. The location of the January 7, 1939, shock 
was well confirmed. However locations for the remainder are 
be.st described a.s, at most, fair. 
Since 1934, the largest earthquake, a magnitude 4.7, reported 
from the Garlock Fault, occurred on July 3, 1944, at 05:38 GCT. 
The arrival time data for this earthquake are given in Table 23, 
along with the arrival time data for the earthquakes of May 11, 1945, 
at 00:09 GCT; and October 29, 1946, at 11:34 GCT. These earthquakes 
were compared against that of September 21, 1963, at 05:06 GCT. 
Again, none of the solutions were more satisfactory than the-
original epicenters, so the latter were retained. 
An earthquake in the Kern River region which occurred on 
May 18, 1945, at 09:4L;- GCT, was compared against the shock of 
November 17, 1952, and data for the comparison are given in Table 
17. The difference data indicated that the epicenters were 
quite close together. However, the original location was 
retained because the earthquake comparison program again 
behaved erratically due to the presence of inconsistent data 
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resulting from the lack of east-west control for the epicenter. 
All these checks of earlier data have served to confirm the 
fact that prior to March 15, 1946, except possibly in the region 
of Haiwee, there have been no major errors in the locations of the 
earthquakes occurring in t.hi= r~giun shuwu ln Flgui:e 2. The 
earthquakes near Haiwee, throughout the years, have most likely 
occurred quite near the earthquake of January 5, 1959. However, 
their originally assigned locations have not been modified; 
because the inconsistency of the data for these shocks, which 
appears in Table 16, did not permit the earthquake comparison 
program to provide more adequate epicentral solutions. 
The seismic activity, illustrated in Figure 2, prior to the 
earthquake of March , 1946, was distributed generally throughout 
the area. There was some tendency for this general distribution 
to concentrate near the Kern River Fault, the Garlock Fault, or 
the Sierra Fault near Haiwee. No known earthquake had a magnitude 
as large as 5.0, although three were larger than 4.6. Finally, 
the Walker Pass region itself, with one possible exception, 
was seismically quiet throughout the twelve ycaro immediately 
preceding 1946. 
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THE MARCH 15, 1946, EARTHQUAKE AND ITS AFTERSHOCKS 
The Walker Pass earthquake sequence commenced at 13:21:01 GCT 
with a foreshock whose magnitude was 5.5. Some twenty-eight 
minutes later, the main earthquake, with a magnitude of 6.3 
occurred. This is the largest earthquake known to have occurred 
in the Walker Pass region. 
A study of this earthquake and some of its aftershocks was 
made by Chakrabarty and Richter (1949), in which the distribution 
of twenty aftershocks was determined relative to the main earthquake 
by differences in arrival times. The results of this study, as 
well as the arrival times of both the initial phase and many 
secondary phases were published in that paper. 
Locations tor many at the earthquakes of the March 1946 
sequence were attempted using the plane parallel layer locations 
program. However, the solutions had the same quality deficiencies 
which hod previouoly appeared with ohocko of earlier dote. Therefore, 
the most satisfactory method of location again was by means of 
differencing. Since the arrival times of the various P and S 
phases at the stations were carefully checked by Chakrabarty, the 
use of differences was much more successful for this sequence 
of earthquakes than it was for the earlier data. Also, methods 
of timing had improved so much that more accurate absolute time 
was available at the stations. 
There are three well recorded earthquakes which have 
occurred near or in the Walker Pass region since 1949. The first 
of these is the shock of July 11, 1956, at 19:22 GCT, which was 
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so accurately recorded that it was used as the key earthquake for 
the relative location of the Walker Pass sequence of 1946. The 
second was the earthquake of October 24, 1959, at 15:35 GCT, 
which was inadequately recorded at Santa Barbara because the 
noise level there was exceptionally high and the record itself 
was quite faint. The third is the earthquake of January 28, 1961, 
at 08:12 GCT. Initially it was hoped that this earthquake had 
occurred at the same epicenter as the main earthquake of the 1946 
sequence, and that direct comparison would be possible. This, 
however, clicl nut pr:uve Lu Le Lrue. 
The Walker Pass sequence of 1946 was located relative to all 
three of the earthquakes mentioned above prior to the selection 
of the July 11, 1956, earthquake as the key earthquake. It was 
found, with a single exception, that the most consistent 
locations were given by comparisons with the earthquake of 
July 11, 1956, as the key earthquake. In all cases, except one, 
it was also found that the epicenters thus obtained were displaced 
less than five kilometers from ones determined by Chakrabarty. 
The one exception in both cases was the earthquake of April 16, 
1946, at 10:37 GCT. This earthquake has been assigned an epicenter 
relative to that of the earthquake of October 24, 1959, at 
15:35 GCT. The displacem~nt of this epicenter was found to be 
less than three kilometers from its location as determined by 
Chakrabarty. 
Epicenters for the 1946 sequence determined relative to 
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either the July 11, 1956, earthquake or the October 24, 1959, 
earthquake arc in general quite cloec together. In those cases 
where the Santa Barbara arrival time of the second key shock 
influenced the result, this is not true. In cases where the 
Santa Barbara arrival time did not influence the solution, it 
either was absent from the data, or the residual for Santa 
Barbara was so large that the program rejected the datum in 
computing the solution. In particular, the difference in the 
locations of the epicenters of the foreshock, as determined 
in relation to the two key shocks, was less than one kilometer. 
Tables 12 through 15 contain the solutions obtained by using the 
earthquake comparison program for the foreshock and the main 
shock located relative to the earthquakes of July 11, 1956, and 
October 24, 1959. 
The origin times of these earthquakes were increased between 
one and two seconds over thoi:::e determ:i.n.Pd by Ch::tkrabarty. The 
increase was a result of the change in velocity structure from 
the one used by Gutenberg in 1944 to the one currently in 
use at the Seismologic_al Laboratory at Pasadena. 
Some aftershocks not examined by Chakrabarty were also 
processed and revised locations obtained. Some of these epicenters 
showed greater displacements than the ones wnich were included 
in his study. This occurred mainly because many of these 
earthquakes were assigned in a blanket manner to an epicenter 
at 35°42 1N, 118°02 1w. 
One such aftershock, on March 18, 1946, at 15:50 GCT, failed 
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to converge in any of the comparison attempts. However, 
inspection (see Table 20) of the differences between this 
earthquake and the one of July 11, 1956, at 19:22 GCT, revealed 
that these epicenters were quite close. The arrival times of 
the aftershock were somewhat obscured by another aftershock 
from nearly the same source which occurred only a minute earlier. 
Locations of the main Walker Pass shock, its one foreshock, 
and many of its aftershocks are shown in Figure 3. These locations 
include all of the earthquakes given by Chakrabarty and Richter (1949) 
except one. The numbering of the shocks in Figure 3 corresponds 
to ones found in that paper. The one exception is the shock 
of February 1, 1~4/, at U :30 GCT, near 35 °13 1N, 118 °20 'W, 
which falls outside of the limits cif the figure. Shocks not 
listed by Chakrabarty are shown in Figure 3 by means of letter 
suffixes as appropriate. Detailed information regarding the 
particular shocks in Figure 3 may be obtained by referring 
to Table 1. 
A norl::il pli:mi:- sn1ntinn nsing the cnmbined data of the foreshock 
and main earthquake of the March, 1946, sequence and the earthquake 
of January 28, 1961, at 08:12 GCT was reported by Ingram (Ingram 
et al., in press). The nodal lines obtained by Ingram were 
plotted as dashed lines on Figure 3. These dashed lines 
represent the intersection of the nodal planes with a plane 
perpendicular to the normal to the surface of the earth at the 
epicenter located ten kilometers below the focus of the 
earthquake. The arrows in Figure 3 give the directions of 
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possible movement. An inspection of the figure reveals that 
most of the earthquakes fall in the southern quadrant of the 
nodal plane solution. 
Attempts were made to find earthquakes occurring after 1951 
which had the same epicenters as earthquakes of the 1946 
sequence. These attempts were, on the whole, unsuccessful. 
The one outstanding exception is the earthquake of March 18, 
1946, at 15:49 GCT, which has nearly the same epicenter as the 
earthquake of July 11, 1956, at 19:22 GCT. The data are given 
in Table 20. The similarity in travel time8 18 almo8t 1.Jeyontl 
belief, considering that the readings were made independently 
and only one reading, in the latter earthquake, has been 
revised. 
The most important single result of this portion of the study 
is the fact that the epicenters in the Walker Pass region, as 
reported by Chakrabarty and Richter (1949) , do not need substantial 
revision. While the epicenters obtained by them may be displa,ced 
from the ones reported in this st·udy by as much as five kilometers, 
the area delimited by the aftershocks remains essentially 
unchanged. 
The result second in importance is the fact that the depths 
of these earthquakes do need revision. They are much less than the 
twenty kilometers assigned by Chakrabarty, since most have been 
found to be less than ten kilometers. This result is supported 
by evidence, to be presented later, which shows that more recently 
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occurring earthquakes also have depths of less than ten kilometers 
in most cases. 
A third result is the addition to the knowledge about the 
Walker Pass region of the fact that no earthquakes have been found 
a I o I to occur in the vicinity of Brown, near 35 46 N, 117 57 W, before 
March 18, 1946, at 15:49 GCT. This epicenter represents the 
greaLest extension of the aftershock area in the northeast 
direction. 
The circumstances of the first known occurrence of earthquakes 
near Brown were in themselves interesting. Six shocks, excluding 
the main shock, with magnitudes greater than five are known to have 
occurred in the Walker Pass sequence. Within the first twenty-four 
hours after the onset of the sequence, five of the six had occurred. 
The sixth, in the vicinity of Brown, occurred more than three days 
after the onset of the sequence, and was itself preceded by a 
foreshock and followed by aftershocks. A similar phenomenon was 
observed for the Arvin-Tehachapi earthquakes of 1952 (Richter, p. 192, 
1955). This sequence also contained a large aftershock considerably 
displaced from the main shock and originating many hours after the 
main shock. Another similarity between the two sets of events is 
the fact that, in both cases, earthquakes have continued to originate 
from these epicenters for many years after the initial shock. 
A fourth chief result is that the great majority of these 
e::irthqu::ike.s have been assigned locations south of a line drawn 
0 I oh 0 I 0 I betwen 35 42.3 N, 118 00.2w and 35 45.3 N, 117 58.7 W. The southern 
terminus of this line is the epicenter for the main Walker Pass 
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shock of March 15, 1946. Its northern terminus is the epicenter of 
the aftershock. near Bruwn of March 18, 1946. Only a few earthquakes 
were found to be northwest of this line. However, since the north-
south control for this sequence of earthquakes is far stronger than 
the east-west control, assignment of epicentral locations with 
respect to a line trending from southwest of northeast is more 
adequately supported than might first appear possible. 
A fifth result is drawn from a comparison of the numbers of 
earthquakes in the Walker Pass region before and after the occurrence 
of the earthquakes of 1946, which shows that the area was much more 
quiet seismically before that date than it has ever been since. 
Although the 1946 aftershock sequence had terminated by 19L1-8, earth-
quakes have continued to occur in the Walker Pass region with much 
greater frequency than ever before. 
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EARTHQUAKES IN THE WALKER PASS REGION AFTER THE 
MARCH 15, 1946, EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE 
By July, 1946, the high level of seismic activity found in 
the Walker Pass area during March and April of that year had 
greatly diminished. Two years later, the major seismic activity 
had pinched out almost completely, and from then until June, 1951, 
the largest earthquake in the Walker Pass region was a magnitude 
3.6, which occurred on August 10, 1950, at 09:55 GCT. 
Seismic activity in the Walker Pass region then resumed on 
June 25, 1951, at 19:45 GCT with a magnitude 4.6 earthquake near 
Brown. This earthquake was followed quickly by another of almost 
equal size: June 26, 1951, at 01:26 GCT with a magnitude of 4.4. 
During the next month, at least nine other shocks occurred near 
Brown. The largest of these occurred July 1, 1951, at 00:16 GCT 
and had a magnicude of 3.7. 
These earthquakes near Brown were recorded successfully both 
at Haiwee and the recently installed station at China Lake. 
Because of the presence of the station at China Lake, east-west 
control was so i~proved that the plane parallel layer locations 
program was able to furnish adequate computer solutions for 
their hypocenters. The arrival time data for these earthquakes 
are given in Table 20, and the epicenters and depths provided 
by the computer solution are plotted in Figure 4. 
The sequence' of earthquakes which began on June 25, 1951, 
does not display the normal main shock - aftershock sequence 
pattern. Instead, the occurrence so close together in time of 
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two earthquakes with nearly the same magnitude is suggestive 
of an earthquake swarm. The other shocks, however. were small!=!r 
by about one order of magnitude. When these shocks near Brown 
died out, the area shown in Figure 2 experienced almost a year 
of seismic quiet. During that period of time no shocks of 
magnitude greater than 3.5 occurred in the region. 
On July 21, 1952, at 11:52, just beyond the soutwest 
limits of Figure 2, routine seismic activity was interrupted 
by the Arvin-Tehachapi earthquake. Unfortunately, aftershocks 
of this earthquake obscureu, at m<:.rny uI the :>taLluni:;, thl:l arrival 
times of a shock near 35°59 1 N, 117° 56 1 W. The latter occurred within 
the limits of Figure 2 only four hours after the initial Arvin-
Tehachapi shock. 
Arrival time data which could be recovered for this shock 
near Caso Junction are presented in Table 21. It is indeed 
regrettable that the arrival times from the epicenter near Cose 
Junction should be so obscured. If clear, they would have been 
quite useful for checking epicentral locations of shocks which 
occurred in the same immediate vicinity ten to twenty years earlier. 
After the Arvin-Tehachapi earthquake of 1952, overall 
seismic activity in the Walker Pass region increased somewhat. 
The increased activity included four earthquakes with a magnitude 
greater than 3.5 .. They occurred in the thirty-two months between 
the earthquake of July 21, 1952, at 15:15 CCT, and that of May 28, 
1955, 19:44 GCT, and were not concentrated in any one area, but 
were instead scattered throughout the area of Figure 2. 
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The earthquake of May 28, 1955, at 19:44 GCT, had a 
magnitude nf 4.4, and was locatf>d at 35°32.dN, 118°1S.8 1W, and 
occurred at a depth of 12.3 kilometers. The time, location, 
and depth above were supplied by the non-parallel plane layer 
locations program. Although data are missing for both China Lake 
and Isabella, it is unlikely that the location is seriously 
in error. Table 3 presents the epicentral solution, and Figure 2 
includes the plotted location. 
The location of the May 28, 1955, earthquake is of 
particular interest. lt occurred in the seismically quiet 
region between Walker Pass and Caliente, the eastern terminus of 
activity associated with the White Wolf Fault. This earthquake 
is the only one with a magnitude greater than 3.9 recorded in that 
area since the installation of the station at China Lake in 1949. 
In addition, it is almost the only one recorded from that 
particular epicRntRr sincR thR installatinn nf the statinn at 
Isabella in 1954. 
In an effort to supply the missing arrival time data at both 
China Lake and Isabella, a careful search was made for other 
earthquakes from this region. The absence of both foreshocks and 
aftershocks for the earthquake of May 28, 1955, made this extremely 
difficult. In fact, only one such earthquake was found, and it was 
so small that it was useless for the purpose. This dearth of 
aftershocks is in sharp contrast to the swarmlike numbers following 
o I o I • the earthquakes occurring near 35 42 N, 118 22 W during 1935 
and 1936. Unfortunately, at·that time neither China Lake nor Isabella 
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had been installed. 
The value of being able to establish travel times for missing 
stations from those of other shocks is demonstrated by the 
earthquake of August 22, 1955, at 14:41 GCT. This earthquake 
with a magnitude of 3.7 occurred in Walker Pass, and was well 
recorded both at all of the near stations and many of the distant 
ones as well. The comput:er solution for the hyput:euLeL- .Li:> e.x.1.:;elleuL. 
It yielded an epicenter of 35°46.1 1 N, 118°02.2 1 W, a depth of 7.3 
kilometers, and an origin time of 14:41:20.8 GCT. This solution 
is displayed in Table 4, and the location plotted in Figures 2 and 7. 
Because this earthquake had nearly the same epicenter 
as the earthquake of January 28, 1961, at 08:12 GCT, the missing 
arrival time at Haiwee for the latter could be supplied. It is 
possible to establish such missing data when, as in this case, 
the travel times of the two earthquakes (Table 18) are nearly 
identical for the nearer stations. 
The earthquake of July 11, 1956, at 19:22 GCT, is an example 
of the value of differencing in refining previously determined 
epicentral locations. Although neither foreshocks nor aftershocks 
were recorded for the July 11, 1956, earthquake, it was most 
significant for this study. Not only was it perfectly ret:ortletl 
at all of the near stations, but in addition it was well recorded 
at more distant stations. Of particular importance was very clear 
recording of the arrival time at Santo Barbaro. The value of the 
excellent recording at these distant stations lies in the fact that 
they also recorded the earthquakes occurring near this epicenter in 
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March 1946, and June and July, 1951. 
The hypocentral solution for the July 11, 1956, earthquake 
is the most consistent solution obtained in this study. It yielded 
an epicenter of 35v46.0 1 N, 117v56.9 1 W, a depth of 12.6 kilometers, 
and an origin time of 19:22:06.7 GCT. The solution is given in Table 
6, and the location plotted in Figures 2 and 4. 
Table 20 gives the travel time data tor earthquakes which 
have epicenters near that of the earthquake of July 11, 1956. 
These earthquakes have occurred over a period of ten years, 
and the travel times stI.~ongly indicate that they have epicenters 
which are very close together. This, then, is an excellent example 
of the "habitual epicenter" of H. 0. Wood. Earthquakes from the 
"habitual epicenter" near 35°46 1 N, ll7°57 1 W, have occurred as 
aftershocks of a major event (1946), as a swarm (1951), and as an 
isolated earthquake (1956) . 
After the installation of the station at China Lake, only a 
few earthquakes occurred in the Argus Mountains region near 35~58 1 N, 
117° 46 1W, which was active in 1939 and 194Lf. One of the more 
recent earthquakes from that region occurred July 23, 1956, at 
10:43 GCT. The solution is good, considering the size of the shock, 
and is given in Table 6. Travel times tor this earthquake and those 
of the earlier shocks are given in Table 22. 
More than a year later (October 4, 1957), a magnitude 3.8 
shock occurred in the WHlker P~ss reglu11 lLsel[. The plane parallel 
layer location solution was satisfactory, and yielded an epicenter 
of 35°48.1 1N, ll8°00.9 1W, a depth of 5.7 kilometers, and an origin 
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time of 12:00:36.9 GCT. This earthquake is of interest because 
it occurred farther north than any of the other earthquakes in the 
Walker Pass region proper. Earthquakes both before October 4, 1957, 
(March 1946: August, 1955) and after (October 1959: January, 1961: 
September, 1962) have epicenters south of that point. 
The seismically quiet year of 1958 in the Walker Pass region 
was followed by one of greater activity. In 1958, there had been 
a complete absence of shocks with a magnitude greater than 3.5. 
In 1959, however, two important earthquake sequences occurred. 
The first, near Haiwee, appeared in January, 1959, and the second, 
in Walker Pass, during October and November, 1959. 
The earthquake sequence near Haiwee (January, 1959) began 
with a magnitude 4.7 shock at 12:36 GCT. The solution provided by 
the locations program is an excellent one. It gave an epicenter 
of 36°09.3'N, ll8°03.3'W, a depth of 2.6 kilometers, and an origin 
time of 12:36:02.6 GCT. The solution is given in Table 7, and the 
epicentral location is plotted in Figures 2 and 5. 
Reference to Table 16 will demonstrate that chis epicenter 
is near those of the shocks occurring in 1942 and 1945. In type, 
these latter events were a swarm with many earthquakes assigned to 
the same location. The 1959 earthquakes were also swarmlike in 
character with many of the shocks having nearly the same 
magnitude. ,Richter (1960) studied the 1959 earthquake sequence 
near Haiwee, and the arrival times for many of the members of that 
swarm may be found in his paper. 
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Hypocenters for six of the larger earthquakes occurring in 
Janm.iry, 1959, have bt!en det.t!rmirrnd by u::slu~ the parallt::l plane 
layer locations program. The solution provided a series of epicenters 
located along a north-south trending axis as shown in Figure 5. 
This result confirmed Richter's conclusion that the earthquakP~ 
occurred at two epicenters displaced from each other by two minutes 
of latitude. 
The January, 1959, earthquakes near Haiwee presented another 
interesting feature in that they were exceptionally shallow. The 
locations program found no depth greater than three kilometers for 
any of these earthquakes, which is the shallowest valid depth 
recorded for the shocks plotted in Figure 2. 
The ea:Lthquake sequence in Walker Pass (October, 1959) began 
at 15:35 GCT, and continued for almost a month. The largest shock 
with a magnitude of 4. 2 occurred at 15: 35: 15. 3 GCT, on October 24, 1959. 
The computPr solution which !?/!VP A 1 O<':.:l ti on of 35° 44 _ 7 'N, 118° OL4 'W, 
and a depth of 7.4 kilometers is a good one, and is given in 
Table 8. For the main shock, the arrival time at China Lake was 
missing. However, it has been supplied by using the travel time 
for an aftershock occurring at 19:58 GCT on the same day. 
One of the aftershocks (November 11, 1959) is of further 
interest. This earthquake itself was the amin shock for a subsequence 
of aftershocks, all within the time limits (October and November, 1959) 
for the main series. Again, the computer solution was a good one 
fitting all of the nearer stations quite well, and giving a depth of 
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9. 7 kilometers. Table 19 gives the arrival and travel time data 
for the main shock in Walker Pass (October 24, 1959) and three 
of the larger aftershocks, including the one of November 11,1959. 
The locations for these earthquakes are shown in Figure 6. These 
locations, and others of the October-November, 1959, series place 
them closer to the epicenter of the 1946 earthquake in Walker Pass 
than any others. However, the shocks occurring in 1959 are 
distinctly north of those occurring in 1946. 
During 1960, the Walker Pass region, and indeed all of the 
area shown in Figure 2, was quiet. No earthquakes of magnitude 
greater than 3.4 occurred. The period of quiescence was terminated 
January 28, 1961, by a magnitude 5.3 earthquake, the largest (as of 
April, 1964) which has occurred in the Walker Pass region since 
the 1946 sequence. 
The Walker Pass earthquake of January 28, 1961, at 08:12 GCT, 
was assign'ed a location of 35° 46. 2 'N, ll8° 02. 9 'W. The depth 
calculated was 5.5 kilometers, and the origin time 08:12:46.2 GCT. 
Un[ui:-Luuatt!ly, Lht! arrival Lime aL Haiwee was missing for thio 
earthquake. However, the missing data were furnished for the 
computer solution, shown in Table 9, by comparison of the earthquake 
both with its aftershocks and with the earthquake of August 22, 1955. 
The data for these comparisons are given in Table 18. 
The location of the main shock is shown in Figures 2 and 7. The 
latter also includes some of the larger aftershocks. These aftershocks 
continued into February, 1961. They lie within quite a compact area, a 
phenomenon typical of many of the shocks discussed in this section, 
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and all have depths of less than ten kilometers. 
The aftershocks of the January 28, 1961, earthquake were 
studied by the Stanford Research Institute (Westphal, 1961). 
Three hundred and six events were registered by SRI during periods 
of intermittent recording in February, March, and May, 1961. 
Of these, twenty-six were both suitable for analysis and found to 
originate in the Walker Pass region. 
In depth, the SRI group found that the earthquakes averaged 
eight kilometers, with the greatest being 10.4 kilometers. In 
location, twenty-two of the twenty-six were found by SRI to originate 
in the vicinity of Lamont Meadow, located about 35°48 1N, ll8°02 1W. 
Lamont Meadow is about three kilometers north of the epicenters 
found by using the parallel plane layer locations program. The 
causes of the discrepancy are not clear. Among the many possibilities, 
two seem most likely. One is that at Haiwee there may be local delay 
which would force the epicenter away from that station. The other 
is that epicentral control was not as good as might be desired since 
the temporary stations set up by ~Rl were all south of Lamont 
Meadow. 
October 19, 1961, a magnitude 5.1 earthquake occurred in the 
region northeast of Walker rass. The determination of the hypoc~nter 
was again excellent. The location assigned was 35°5l.4 1N, 117°48.3 1W, 
the depth 6.4 kilometers, and the origin time 05:09:44.6 GCT. 
The solution is given in Table 10, and the location plotted in 
Figure 2. 
For th~ main 8hock of October 19, 1961, there wa8 only one 8mall 
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aftershock. Also it was preceded by only one small foreshock 
which occurred about eight minutes earlier. The computer solution 
for the foreshock yielded a depth of less than five kilometers. 
In this it resembles the main shock. The shallow depth of the 
latter is also supported by field evidence gathered by Dr. Pierre 
St. Amand (personal communication). Near the epicenter, he observed 
::sud1 effect::; al:> the dii:;placement of heavy machinery to be much 
greater than might be expected for a magnitude 5.1 earthquake 
were it to occur at a greater depth. 
Eleven months later, the relatively quiet scismicity in 
Walker Pass was broken by the magnitude 4.8 earthquake of 
September 16, 1962, at 05:36:16 GCT. Arrival and travel time 
data for this earthquake, which was accompanied by numerous 
aftershocks, are given in Table 19. Its hypocenter, at a depth 
of only four kilometers, is somewhat displaced from that of 
the January 28, 1961, earthquake. Unfortunately, the arrival 
time at Haiwee was lacking for both. 
Chronologically, the next shock of interest recorded in the 
area of Figure 2 occurred September 23, 1963. The earthquake was 
small in magnitude, but well recorded. The solution, displayed 
in Table 11, gave a depth of 11.1 kilometers, an epicenter, plotted 
o I o I 
on Figure 2, of 35 25.2 N, 117 46.9 W, and an origin time of 
05:05:59.9 GCT. The arrival and travel time data are given 
in Table 23, along with that of other earthquakes which have 
occurred in this region of the Garlock Fault. 
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A' general summation of the seismic activity in the Walker 
Pass region proper between 1946 and the present (April, 1964) 
shows that the region has never regained the very low level of 
scismicity it enjoyed before the earthquake of March, 1946. 
Superimposed upon a low but continuous level of activity are the 
larger shocks (August, 1955; October, 1959; January, 1961; 
September, lgh2)_ The general effect of each of these large 
earthquakes has been to increase the persisting shocks, both 
in number and magnitude. 
For the same period of time, seismic activity outside of 
Walker Pass, but within the limits of Figure 2, decreased. The 
only exception to the general decrease was the region near Haiwee. 
Other than activity centered at Haiwee and Walker Pass, 
earthquakes occurring within the bounds of Figure 2 were 
isolated. The characteristic feature of this isolation appears 
in the fact that earthquakes located away from the Sierra Fault 
zone tend to have many fewer aftershocks than those of equival~nt 
mllgnitude which are near or on that fault ~one. 
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DEPTHS OF EARTHQUAKES IN THE WALKER PASS REGION 
AND SURROUNDING AREA 
The most difficult feature of hypocentral determination is 
establishing the focal depth of an earthquake. Prior to the 
construction of computer programs for the determination of hypocenters, 
few determination::; of foc.:ctl tlt:!pLh w~rt:! made. Instead, the depth was 
assumed to have some standard value, and the latitude, longitude, 
and origin time were determined accordingly. Only in cases of 
special interest, or in cases where the data were exceptionally 
clear, was special effort expended on the qul?stion of focal depth. 
One of the cases in which the data were exceptionally clear 
occurred for the earthquakes near Caliente, at the northeast 
terminus of faulting, in the Arvin-Tehachapi earthquake of 1952. 
Earthquakes occurring near the important epicenter of 35ul9'N, 118v 
30 1 W had not depths of sixteen kilometers, accepted as standard at the 
time, (Richter, p 183, 1955), but instead had focal depths whose 
values were close to ten kilometers. 
Focal depths of earthquakes for the region shown in Figure 2 
have been cited in the discussion of individual earthquakes found 
in the preceding section. This section will prcocnt a discussion 
of earthquake depths for the several regions found within the 
area shown by Figure 2. 
The 1959 earthquakes near Haiwee are the most favorably 
situated for focal depth determinations. These earthquakes are 
within ten kilometers of the station at Haiwee, and are surrounded 
by the stations at Isabella, China Lake, and Tinemaha, all of which 
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receive the direct wave. Depths determined for the 1959 epicenters 
ranged from 2.5 kilometers (about 3.5 kilometers below the land 
surface in the vicinity of Haiwee) to about one kilometer above the 
land surface. Such negative depths are usually the result of slight 
irregularities in the arrival time at Haiwee. The two larger 
shocks, on January 5, 1959, and January 16, 1959, have depths of 
3.5 and 1.9 kilometers respectively. It would seem valid that all of 
these 1959 earthquakes are within the first five kilometers of 
the earth's surface. They possess the shallowest depths found for 
earlhquakes within the region shown. in Figure 2. These epicenters 
and depths are shown in Figure 5. 
The epicenter of the earthquake of October 19, 1961, at 
05:09 GCT, is also in a favorable location for depth determination 
since it lies less than twenty kilometers west of the station 
at China Lake. The depth of 6.4 kilometers, determined for this 
shallow earthquake, was supported also by the meizos1?ism.<1l evidencP 
found by Dr. Pierre St. Amand. 
Depths from the better solutions in the Walker Pass region 
range from four to nine kilometers, with the most satisfactory 
solutions giving values near seven ,kilometers. Here, however, no 
station is closer to the epicenter than about forty kilometers, 
although the three stations of Haiwee, China Lake, and Isabella are 
all almost equidistant from that epicenter. The result of this 
equidistant spacing is that epicentral control improves, but depth 
control deteriorates. Low magnification recording equipment 
at Haiwee and Isabella improves the situation considerably since it 
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provides S data at these two stations. That the depths of 
earthquakes occurring in the Walker Pass region are near seven 
kilometers is also supported by the findings of the Stanford 
Research Institute (Westphal, p 21, 1961). The average value of 
aftershock depths found by their study was eight kilometers, 
which lies well within the four to nine kilometer range established 
by the better solutions from Walker Pass. 
Depths of the better located earthquakes in the remaining 
area range between four and thirteen kilometers. Earthquakes 
near Brown consistently give the greatest depths. For example, 
the earthquake of July 11, 1956, had a depth 12.6 kilometers, 
and here the nearest station, China Lake, is at a distance of 
thirty-two kilometers. 
No earthquakes with a depth of more than thirteen kilometers 
were found within the limits of Figure 2. The geometry of the 
locations program is such that focal depth determinations would 
become more accurate as the depth increased. Therefore, the 
conclusion with regard to the depth of earthquakes occurring in this 
region is that their focal depths are always less than fifteen and 
usually less than ten kilometers. 
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THE WALKER PASS EARTHQUAKES AND THE SIERRA FAULT 
Epicenters of the earthquakes both in the Walker Pass region 
and near Brown lie to the west of the Sierra Fault (Trona Sheet 
of the Geologic Map of California). Reference to Figure 2 will 
demonstrate that epicenters of the earthquakes in the Walker Pass 
region (March, 1946; August, 1955; October, 1959; January, 1961; 
1:1nu September, 1962) ueLermlue a llne ten kllumeters west uf and 
parallel to the Sierra Fault. The epicenters of the earthquakes 
near Brown are just under five kilometers west of the Sierra Fault, 
but do not parallel the fault itself. 
Chakrabarty and Richter (p 97, 1949) asserted that it was 
possible for the focus of the earthquake of March 15, 1946, 
at 13:49 GCT to lie on the Sierra Fault. They stated that 
It lies 8 kilometers west of the Sierra front, which nearly 
coincides with the major Sierra Fault. With a calculated 
depth of 21 kilometers, this would require a dip of 70° to 
place the hypocenter on the fault. Such a dip would be 
consistent with the general curvature of the Sierra 
structure in this region, which is convex to the east. 
However, there are known active faults in the interior 
of the Sierra mass. 
The fault geometry implicit in Chakrabarty's statement might be 
construed to show the ~ierra ¥ault as a reverse one dipping west, 
since the Sierra mass to the west has been lifted up relative 
to the region east of the fault. However, this is unlikely. In 
addition, since Lhe 1872 earthquake lu Owens Valley had both 
eastward and westward facing fault scarps, (Bateman, p 485, 1961), 
a fault geometry might be construed from Chakrabarty's data which 
placed the epicenter of the 1946 earthquake on a westward dipping 
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normal fault. This is even more unlikely. 
This study has shown that depths of earthquakes in the Walker 
Pass region are nearer ten kilometers than twenty. Thus, in order 
for the 1946 earthquakes to lie on the Sierra Fault, it would have 
to have a dip of less than 45° to the west, which does not seem 
reasonable. The fact that the Sierra mass to the west is the 
upthrown block would then imply that the fault was a thrust tault. 
This is even less likely than the two alternatives mentioned in 
the previous paragraph. In view of these improbabilities, the 
evidence would seem to leave as most reasonable the inference that 
the hypocenters of the Walker Pass earthquakes are not on the 
Sierra Fault itself, but rather on faults interior to the Sierra 
mass. 
The earthquakes near Brown are closer to the Sierra Fault, 
and also have greater depth. However, even here, for these earth-
quakes to lie on the Sierra Fault would require that the fault be 
a reverse one. The nodal plane analyses by Father Ingram (see 
page 51££) for both the Walker Pass earthquakes and the earthquakes 
near Brown give essentially the same directions of motion. Thusi 
the more valid association of these earthquakes would again seem 
to be with faults, known to exist in this region, which lie in the 
interior of the Sierra mass. 
The trend .of the known faults within the Sierra mass is 
northwest-southeast (Engel, p 44, 1963). A similar trend persists 
in faults east of the mass in the southeast portion of Indian Wells 
Valley. Specifically, the Trana sheet shows faults in the region 
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of the earthquakes near Brown that have a northwest-southeast trend. 
It also shows a fault in the Sand Canyon area with the same trend. 
Further data come from a set of northwest - southeast trending faults 
observed by the Stanford Research Institute group working in the 
Walker Pass region after the earthquake of January 28, 1961 (Westphal, 
p 8, 1961). Finally, the northwest-southeast trend of faulting here 
may be observed in the displacement of the off sets found on the 
Sierra Fault itself. 
The recognition and identification of faults in the Walker 
Pass area by SRI was based on field observations, physiography, 
and aerial photographs. These faults too have a northwest - southeast 
trend. Since there is a northwest - southeast trend of the faults 
which exist within the Sierra mass and since it persists in the faults 
east of the mass, it seems most probable that the earthquakes in 
Walker Pass are associated with these faults rather than the main 
Sierra Fault itself. 
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NODAL PLANE SOLUTIONS OF EARTHQUAKES IN THE WALKER 
PASS REGION AND SURROUNDING AREA 
The nodal lines from a number of fault plane solutions 
developed by Father Ingram (Ingram et al., in press) are shown 
in Figure 2. The sector in which dilatations were observed in shown 
by a ''D" on that figure. Four such solutions are available for 
the earthquakes near Walker Pass (October 24, 1959; and January 28, 
1961) and near Brown (June 25, 1951; and July 11, 1956). All show 
excellent agreement in the directions of the nodal lines obtained. 
In addition, the solutions are mechanically coherent since in 
all cases dilatations were observed in the northern quadrant. 
Therefore, the earthquakes in the Walker Pass region and those 
near Brown may be considered as one unit. 
All of these nodal plane solutions are consistent with motion 
along a northwest-southeast trending fault system. Unfortunately, 
the question of which nodal plane actually represents the fault 
cannot be answered for any of the solutions. The inference that 
the northwest-southeast trending nodal plane is indP.P.d the fault 
plane is supported by the fact that faults trending in a northwest -
southeast direction are known. However, cases are recorded in which 
the known surface faulting did not coincide with the epicentral 
locations,~· z. the Manix Earthquakes of 1947 (Richter and Nordquist, 
1951). 
All four fault plane solutions for the Walker Pass region and 
the region near Brown have two nodal planes approximately at 
right angles to each other. This implies a predominance of strike 
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slip motion. The direction of motion given by the patterns of 
dilatations and compressions (see Figure 3 for the earthquake of 
January 28, 1961) is consistent with the offsets of the Sierra Fault 
as shown on the Trona Sheet of the Geologic Map of California. This 
motion would also be consistent with that postulated by Pakiser 
(p 154' 1960). 
Of the three remaining notlal plcme ::solution::; ::shown in Figure 2, 
two also show predominantly strike slip motion (May 28, 1955; 
October 19, 1961), and the other shows dip slip motion (January 5, 
1959). 
The earthquake of May 28, 1955, is near no major fault. However, 
the direction of the nodal lines, as determined, is not inconsistent 
with the direction of the Kern Canyon Fault. The noelal lines of the 
earthquake of October 19, 1961, are rotated with respect to the ones 
of the Walker Pass region. However, it is known that there are many 
'i 
north-south trending faults in that region. Therefore, the trend 
of the nodal lines is entirely consistent with the direction of known 
faulting in the region. 
The nodal plane solution of the shock of January 5, 1959, is 
unlike any of the others in that the motion was found to be 
predominantly dip slip. The trend of the one nodal plane found is 
subparallel to the Sierra Fault structure. The direction of the 
motion of the fault is consistent with the upthrown block lying to 
the west. The nodal planes found for the aftershocks (not plotted) 
show components of strike slip motion. It is interesting to recall 
here that the earthquake of 1872 in the Owens Valley region was also 
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reported to have both dip and strike slip components. 
Thus, the nodal plane solutions all give results which are 
consistent with the known faults in the region. In particular, 
neither the solution for the earthquake of May 28, 1955, nor those 
for the earthquakes in Walker Pass and near Brown, give any support 
to an hypothesis which proposes the existence of a northeast-
southwest trending structure penetrating the southern end of the 
Sierra Nevada on an alignment extending from or parallel to the 
White Wolf Fault. 
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TECTONIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE EARTHQUAKES IN THE 
WALKER PASS REGION AND SURROUNDING AREA 
When the distribution of earthquakes in Figure 2 is viewed 
over the entire thirty year period of discussion, the fact that 
the earthquakes have occurred in a scatter pattern over the entire 
area appears. However, those epicenters which have been referred to 
as "habitual epicenters", or areas from which many earthquakes have 
originated, are located near the major faults. Thus, the earthquakes 
in the vicinity of Isabella (June, 1935; May, 1936) are near the Kern 
Canyon Fault; earthquakes in the vicinity of Haiwee are near the 
Sierra Fault; the earthquakes in the Walker Pass region are also 
near the Sierra Fault. 
The earthquakes which are near the major faults tend to have 
many aftershocks. Those which are some distance away from the major 
faults tend to have many fewer aftershocks. The earthquakes of 
May 28, 1955, and October 19, 1961, are the best examples of the 
latter phenomenon. However, the earthquakes in January, 1939, 
and September, 1~43, are examples of exceptions to it. 
These "habitual epicenters" frequently have earthquakes· separated 
from each other by long periods of time. Each earthquake has its own 
well defined aftershock or swarm sequence. These aftershock 
or swarm sequences, however, are short lived compared with the 
periods of time, in .some cases many year:s, whid1 t:ieparate the 
larger events. 
It would seem that for this process to be perpetuated, strain 
would have to reaccumulate in the region. This would certainly seem 
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to be true in the Walker Pass region. Here, the area became 
seismically quiet after the 1946 sequence, and only reactivated 
after the Arvin-Tehachapi sequence of 1952 upset the strain distribu-
tion of the region. Since that time, several distinct main shock -
aftershock sequences have appeared (1959, 1961, 1962). 
Other regions within the area shown in Figure 2 have remained 
much more quiet throughout much of the period. In particular, 
the region between the Sierra Fault and the Kern Canyon Fault 
has had a very low seismicity over the entire thirty year period. 
An event here, such as the earthquake of May 28, 1955, is one to 
be especially noted. Also, the level of activity for smaller 
shocks in the region is much lower than that of the rest of Figure 2. 
In addition, there is no alignment of epicenters through the quiet 
region between these two major faults that would be suggestive of 
any through-going, underlying structure in the southern Sierra 
Nevada. 
Instead, the suggestion is made that the two structures, the 
Sierra Fault and the Kern Canyon Lineament, including the White 
Wolf Fault, are joined together only in that strain release on one 
structure affects the state of strain on the other. Thus, the 1946 
between the Kern Canyon and Sierra faults by motion to the southeast 
along the northwest-trending faults in the Walker Pass region. With 
the strain ahead of it released, the White Wolf Fault was then able 
to move. Strain was released along the White Wolf such that the 
southern block moved northeast and up. The direction of the White 
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Wolf strain release thus tended to increase the strain in the 
Walker Pass region once again. This reaccumulated strain was 
then released in the earthquakes of August, 1955; October, 1959; 
January, 1961; and September, 1962. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The depths of earthquakPR 11<'.C'1irri.ng i.n the Walker Pass 
region and surrounding areas are never greater than fifteen kilometers, 
and are usually not greater than ten kilometers. The shallowest 
known earthquakes in the region are near Haiwee; the deepest are 
near Brown. Accordingly, the depth of the main Walker Pass earthquake 
of March 15, 1946, should be revised from twenty-one kilometers 
(Chakrabarty and Richter, 1949) to about eight kilometers. 
The Walker Pass earthquakes have most probably occurred on 
northwest-southeast trending faults in the Sierra mass to the 
west of the Sierra Fault rather than on the Sierra Fault itself. 
In addition, on the basis of the fault plane solutions of Father 
Ingram, motion along these northwcst-oouthcaot trending faults 
is most likely right-handed. 
The region between the Sierra Fault and the Kern Canyon Fault 
is seismically very quiet. Therefore, while a speculative possibility 
that a continuous structure extends from the White Wolf Fault 
across the Sierra still exists, careful study of the present data 
removes practically all of the evidence upon which such speculation 
might reasonably be based. 
Lhere is no continuous connecting line of earthquake epicenters. 
In the light of present knowledge, this tends to confirm both (1) 
the absence of a through-going concealed structure penetrating 
the southern Sierra Nevada; and (2) the interpretation of the data 
in terms of a mutual transfer of strain between systems of 
different trend and character. 
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The southern Sierra, east of the extension of the Tehachapi 
structures associated with the 1952 earthquake, is shown to be 
a region of much internal complexity. It probably includes 
structures ot several divergent trends. Interpretations of the 
relationship between these structures and the Sierra Front Fault 
must differ from those arising from the excessive depths attributed 
to the 19Lf6 earthquakes by Chakrabarty and Richter. 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAM USED FOR THE ABSOLUTE LOCATION 
OF LOCAL EARTHQUAKES 
The presence of high speed digital computers has made possible 
the least-square location of hypocenters on a routine basis for 
the first time. Many program have been written to accomplish 
this purpose, such as those by Bolt(l960), Flinn (1960), and 
Nordquist (1962). All such programs depend fundamentally upon 
a mean::; u.[ uuLai11l11g Lhe Lravel Lime::; uf the ;:;ei1::>mic wave::; in 
the region under consideration. This may be done in one of two 
ways. The first is through the actual inclusion of tabulated 
travel time tables (Bolt). The second is through the calculation 
of the travel times from an assumed structure (Flinn, Nordquist). 
An electronic computer program was developed for the Bendix 
G-15D computer at the Seismological Laboratory at Pasadena by 
Nordquist (1962). In this program travel times were computed 
for a structure consisting of two layers over a half-space. 
The structure assumed for this program was that given for the 
southern California region by Press (1960). 
The program for the Bendix G-15D computer was further refined 
by Mr. Nordquist and the author. It then permitted: (1) the 
inclusion of the arrival times of S waves, (2) the discarding of 
re::;idual::; a!Jove certain ::;pecifietl error limit::;, (3) the inclu::;ion of 
up to two P and two S arrival times per station, and (Lf) the 
allowance for a focus lying not only in the first, but also in the 
occond layer. 
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In order to secure the benefits of greater computation speed, 
the locations program for the Bendix G-15D was recoded in Fortran 
II for the IBM 7090 computer when the latter became available 
for use at the California Institute of Technology. At first, 
there was no essential change in the logic of the program. The 
travel time computation employed was still the parallel plane layer 
computation, differing in no essential details from that described 
by Nordquist (1962). Later, however, provisions were added to the 
program to include two additional methods of travel time computation. 
The three methods could then be employed either separately or in 
any arbitrary combination. 
Since the _structure found in southern California is in many 
places very inadequately represented by the assumption of parallel 
plane layers, both of the additional travel time routines are attempts 
to compute travel times on the basis of a different assumption for 
the structure. The intricacy of the required computation arises 
from the fact that while a parallel plane structure may be defined 
by only three numbers for each layer (the thickness of the layer 
and the P and S velocities for that layer); a representation of the 
structure actually found in southern California involves information 
both as to the position of the layers and the velocity gradients 
to be found in each of them. 
The method finally adopted for the locations program was the 
selection of a structure consisting of three layers over a half-
space to be described by use of a rectangular grid. The values of 
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the depths of the layers and the velocities associated with these 
layers totaled eighteen numbers in all for each grid point. The 
area covered by the grid is shown in Figure 9. Four numbers 
are needed to describe the position of the surface of the earth, 
the tops of the second and third layers, and the top of the half-
space. The remaining fourteen describe the velocity structure. For 
each of the three layers, the P and S velociti~s at the top and 
the bottom of the layer are given. For the half-space, only the 
P and S velocities at the top of the half-space are given. This 
number of values allows velocity gradients in the x and y directions 
to be expressed for all of the layers and the half-space. However, 
velocity gradients in the z direction are permitted only in the 
three lQyer~. 
Data for use in the structure matrix are quite scarce. However, 
the more important variations in thickness are well enough established 
to be of considerable use in the program. The values assigned to 
the depth of the Mohorovicic Discontinuity and used in this 
program are shown in Figure 9. The velocity profile modified from 
Gutenberg (1951) and Press (1960) is shown in Figure 8b. 
The second travel time routine allows the layers to be non-
parallel, but they must still be plane. The focus may be in any 
layer or the half-space. This routine was progranuned in order to 
be able to take into account the variations of crustal thickness 
in excess of twenty kilometers known to exist between the Sierra 
Nevada and the west coast of the continent, yet still maintain an 
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execution time short enough to be widely used. A crustal profile 
is constructed by extracting from the structure matrix the depths 
of the layers below the epicenter and the station. These are then 
used to define the sloping layers (Figure 10). 
The values of the velocities at the top and bottom of each 
layer and at the top of the half-space are also extracted from the 
structure matrix for the columns below both the station and the 
epicenter. In the event that the velocity in a given layer is not 
constant, that layer is divided into five sublayers in order to be 
able to approximate the curved path found in such a medium. The 
velocities at the station or at the epicenter are used in the 
manner described below. 
Direct rays are calculated by an iterative process in which 
the ray is started from the focus toward the station. The initial 
direction cosines of the ray are corrected until the ray passes 
within one-half kilometer ot the station. For the first layer (or 
sublayer), the velocity at the focus is used. Thereafter, the 
velocities of the layers associated with the station are used. 
The direct ray will always exist if the velocity increases 
monotonically downward. However, the ray path thus calculated 
will cease to adequately represent the true ray in such a medium 
~hen that point is reached at which the true ray would start 
downward rather than upward. In such a case, the true least-time 
path will be one of the refracted rays transmitted along one of the 
layers approximating the medium with the increasing velocity gradient. 
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The calculation will be attempted if the velocity does not 
increase monotonically downward. However, in such a case, 
convergence is doubtful. 
Reflected rays are also calculated using an iterative method 
on much the same basis as the direct ray. However, such rays are, 
of course, reflected upward from the appropriate layer. On the 
downward portion of the path of the reflected ray from the focuo, 
the velocities in the layers associated with the epicenter are 
used. On the upward portion of the path, the velocities in the 
layers associated with the station are used. 
Refracted rays are calculated without iteration. As in the 
reflected ray, velocities associated with the epicenter are used 
for the downward portion of the ray; velocities at the station are 
used for the upward portion. For that portion of the path that 
the ray is 'in' the refracting layer, the average of the 
appropriate velocities associated with the epicenter and the station 
are used. 
The third travel time routine, still under test, permits the 
arbitrary v~riation of velocities in each of the three layers over 
the half-space, and the variation of the velocities in the x-y 
direction in the half-space. The interfaces between the layers may 
themselves be varied in depth. This travel time routine is slow 
in execution and difficulties with convergence have been experienced. 
Thus, this routine was not used for the location of earthquakes 
for this study. 
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When the larger earthquakes (magnitude greater than 3.8) were 
run on the locations program using both the parallel plane layer 
program and the non-parallel plane layer program, it was universally 
found that the smallest time residuals were obtained with the 
latter routine. Thuis, the latte!.' travel Llrnti r:ouLint! wa::; u:>tH.l Lo 
obtain the final locations for all of the larger shocks in this 
study, whenever possible. 
Smaller earthquakes, whose arrivals were more likely to be lost 
at the more distant stations, were located using only the parallel 
plane layer travel time routine. However, since many of these 
smaller shocks were well recorded with both P and S arrival times 
at the nearer stations, these locations are also of good quality. 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM USED FOR THE RELATIVE LOCATION OF 
LOCAL EARTHQUAKES 
The use of the differencing technique at the Seismological 
Laboratory at Pasadena has conventially been to determine 
differences in origin time and epicenter. This has usually 
been accomplished by means of a plot of the differences, expressed 
either as time differences or distance differences, against the 
azimuth of the stations from the key ohock. A difference in o:i:-igin 
time and a vector displacement of the epicenter were then computed 
from the plot, called a 'sine plot'. 
The programming of this process has led to the realization 
that this technique, as far as a computer program is concerned, 
is in essence merely a different method of computing travel times. 
The established travel times of a well located shock are used to 
obtain the regional travel times. This is supplemented by a knowledge 
of the velocities in the immediate region of the hypocenters. This 
latter information is used to compute the change in travel times 
to be expected from a slight shift in the hypocenter. 
More specifically, let the Ai be the arrival times at the 
stations, let the TTi be the true travel times for each of the 
paths to the stations from the focus, and let 0 be the origin 
time. F'nrthPrmore, let the primed letters refer to a known 
shock and the unprimed letters refer to a shock whose location is 
to be established relative to that of the known shock. By taking 
differences, we obtain the following equation, 
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TT! + 0 - 0 1 • (1) 
Note immediately that difficulty will arise over the evaluation of 
the differences of the travel time TT. One solution to this 
difficulty would be to expand the travel times TT. about the 
1. 
hypocenter of the primed shock in a Taylor series. However, the 
difficulties in this case have only been postponed, since the 
appropriate partial derivatives must still be evaluated. 
These partial derivatives may be evaluated by reference to 
some assumed structure. However, no more assumptions are involved 
in setting 
TT ! ~ 
1. -
tt! 
1. 
(2) 
where the tti are the travel times evaluated with respect to some 
assumed structure. As an additional advantage, better account is 
taken of the effect of a finite displacement in epicenter than 
would have been taken if only the first partial derivatives of the 
travel time are used. 
Equations (1) and (2) may now be combined to obtain a relation 
which can be solved. However, the combination is still non-linear. 
To overcome this, the tti may be expanded about some point x(O)j 
and the following relation is obtained 
A! 
1. tt(O)i + f ~~t~~)i 
- tt ! + 0 - O' . 1. 
(x. - x(O) .) 
J J 
(3) 
Two conclusions may be reached by application of equation (3). 
The first is that it will reduce to the difference technique 
formerly used if the origin point x(O). is taken as the focus 
J 
of the primed shock. It follows that 
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A. - A! 
l. l. °"' ott(O)i (x. - x(O) .) + 0 - O' ~ ~ x. J J 
J J 
(Ja) 
If only one '~teration 1 is performed, there results a three 
dimensional generalization of the sine plot technique formerly 
used. 
An alternative solution technique uses the fact that the time 
residual is usually defined as 
ri = A. - tti - 0. l. (4) 
Combining (4) with (3), there results 
A· tt(O)i + L. ~ tt(O)i_(xj - x(O)j) 1. 
" x. J J 
+ 0 + I ri. (5) 
Here, the influence of the travel time of the known shock appears 
as a residual to be applied to the standard travel times calculated 
by a locations program. The use of equation (5) was particularly 
convt!nit:nL sinct: Lht: para,llel plaue layer progra,m u::;ed for thti 
absolute location of earthquakes was quickly and conveniently 
adapted to its use. Additional convenience arises from the fact 
that the two earthquakes need not initially be assumed to have the 
same epicenter. Furthermore, this equation show clearly that the 
method is the exact equivalent of the absolute method of location of 
earthquakes as far as the mathematics, programming, and requirements 
with regard to number and position of stations are concerned. 
Finally, the result may be iterated to take into account the non-
linearity of the travel time equations. The least-square mechanism 
may then be used to refine the location and to reduce the differences 
-68-
between the xj and the x(O)j to the smallest possible values 
conslsLenL with the applicaLlun uf Lhe leaHt Hquare criterion. 
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KEY TO HEADINGS FOR TABLE 1 
Hour 
Minute 
Second 
Geographic latitude of the epicenter in degrees and 
minutes. 
Longitude of the epicenter in degrees and minutes. 
Assigned accuracy of the epicenter, denoted by letters 
ai:: follows: 
A. Exceptionally accurate 
B. Epicenter to within five kilometers, origin 
time to nearest second 
C. Epicenter to within fifteen kilometers, origin 
time to within a few seconds 
D. Very rough. 
M Richter magnitude of the earthquake 
I Index referred to a key map (see Nordquist, 1964). 
DEP Depth of the earthquake in kilometers. 
0 Source of the location adopted, as listed below: 
so 
sx 
SY 
sz 
ID 
lA. Bendix G-15D locations program 
lB. IBM 7090 locations program, modification 
lC. IBM 7090 lui.:a Liuu:s prugr,am, mudification 
lD. IBM 7090 locations program, modification 
2A. Earthquake comparison program. 
8. Graphical location by Pasadena 
9. Location from Allen 
-
St. Amand catalog. 
Standard error of origin time in seconds. 
Standard error of x coordinate in kilometers. 
Standard error of y coordinate in kilometers. 
Standard error of z coordinate in kilometers. 
Identification number of earthquake. See page 30. 
Additional information concerning the data on these 
cards may be found in Nordquist (1964). 
1 
2 
3 
TABLE lA 
VR MO DY HR Ml SEC LAT LONG Q M I OEP O SO SX SY Sl ID 
1935 2 8 4 22 -o.oo 35 50.00 118 o.oo 8 4.0 J 8 9 
1935 6 11 16 20 -o .. oo 35 42.00 118 22.00 8 4.0 J 8 9 
1936 4 24 19 0 -o.oo 36 9.00 117 57.00 B 4.0 K 9 9 
1936 5 3 14 20 -o .. oo 35 42.00 118 22.00 c 4.0 J 8 9 
1937 1 19 23 '51 -u.oo 35 42.00 118 22.00 8 4.0 J 8 - T.) 
1937 9 10 19 34 -o.oo 35 58.00 117 55.00 B 4 .. 0 K 8 9 
1937 9 18 8 31 -o.oo -36 o .. oo 118 2.00 ff 4.0 J 9 ~ 
I 
1938 -9 17 H· 23 -0 .. 00 ~5 -36 .. 00 117 39 .. 00 B 5.0 K 8 9 -...! .p-
I 
19"39 l 7 20 21 ~o.oo 36 0 .OO-rt7 44 .. --00 8 5.0 K 9 9-~ 
1939 8 15 15 48 18,.00 36 0.00 117 35 .. 00 B 4.0 K 9 9 
1939 12 1 13 5 4.00 36 22 .. 00 118 1.00 8 4 .. 0 J 9 9 
1942 6 22 22 13 51..00 36 15.00 117 58.00 B 4.0 K 9 9 
1942 6 22 23 51 3.00 36 15.00 117 58.00 B 4.0 K 9 q 
1942 10 16 10 7 :27 .. 00 36 15.00 117 58.00 C 4 .. 0 K 9~·~·-·· 9 
1943 5 30 7 50 -o.oo 36 8.00 111 58.00 C 4.0 K 9 - ·q 
1943 7 10 3 12 33 .. 00 35 4~.oo 118 14.oo c 4.o J a 9 
1943 9 16 0 16 11 .. 00 36 1.00 117 56.00 C 4.0 K 9 9 
1943 9 16 1 52 -o.oo 36 1.00 117 56.00 C 4.5 K 9 9 
---·· TAB1.F 11r· 
-YR 1'10 UY ~R Ml SEC LAr- LONG Q ·~----r l>E.P ff·--- SO - SX SY sz IO 
1944 7 3 5 38 23.00 35 21.00 i11-52 .. mrs 4 .. 1-1c-,-~--------9 
1944 8 9 14 1 s .. oo 35 56.00 117 46.00 C 4.0 K 8 9 
1944 a 12 S 25 2U .. OU 35 -s~o n7 ~ll;\lO c ~·~-"1f 
1944 8 13 6 27 57 .. 00 35 56.00 117 46.00 t 3.7 K 8 9 
1944 12 23 E 16 22 .. 00 36 24.00 117 55. 00 A ~~ 7 l< ~11-- 9 
1945 5 11 0 9 54.00 35 26.-00--117 40.00 t 3.8 lCT-- '. 'lj---
1945 1 26 10 10 56.00 36 3.00 117 52.00 C 4.1 K 9 9 
1945 5 llf -~ 44 40.00 36,2.00 118-£3 .. 00 1: 4;u-:1 9 i;J, ... , 
1946 3 15 13 21 L.89 35 44.02 118 o.4a s s .. s J a a.·o 2A o_.12 o .. a o .. 6 l .. 5 l 
1946 3 15 13 49 37 .. 03 35 42.27 118 0.22 B 6 .. 3 J 8 6 .. 3 2A 0.46 2.9 2.0 5.7 2 I 
1946 3 15 14 0 36.60 35 41 .. 85 118 1.20 B 5 .. 3-J 8 5~5 2l 2.05 4.9 3.7 18.2 3 -.....! \J1 
1946 3 15 15 0 10.30 35 46 .. 23 118 6.65 8 4 .. 3 J 8 10 .. 4 2A 0 .. 31 3.0 1.5 3 .. 4 4 I 
1946 3 15 t9 1a s.tt.19 -~~ 41.86 n1r 0.26 S '5.S J r-"TU~4 2A"O.ll 0.8 0.5 L.3 s 
1946 3 15 21 54 32 .. 97 35 43 .. 68 118 4.,35 8 5 .. 2 J 8 -2.0 2A 1.89 4 .. 5 3 .. 3 16.6 6 
1946 3 16 1 54 18.00 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 t 3 .. 8" J 8 9" 
1946 3 16 9 46 19.04 35 43.44 118 3.35 B 5.0 J 8 8.9 2A 0.81 1.9 1.4 7.1 1 
1946 3 16 l 59 25 .. 00 35 44.00 118 2~00 c 3 .. 1 ,JlJ"·-~~~ 9 
p:)46 3 16 4 7 56.00 35 44 .. 00 118 2 .. 00 c 3.7 J 8 9 
1946 3 16 1 53 -o.oo 35 44.oo !Hf 2.00 c 3.o-J ~ 9 
1946 3 16 a 15 35.oo 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3.8 J 8 9 
1946 3 16 9 46 18.00 35 45.00 118 1. oo s -s .. i J a- ~ 9 -~ 
1946 3 16 13 7 s.oo 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 c 4.1 J 8 9 
1946 3 16 13 24 41.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3.6 J 8 9 
1946 3 16 15 22 31.00 35 44.00 118 2 .. 00 c 3.6 J 8 9 
TABLE n: 
-YR MO DY liR MI SEC LAT lONG Q M I .. OEP 0 so sx SY sz ID 
1946 -3 16 11 35 34 .. 00 -35 44.00 118 2.00 -c 3 .. 6 J 8 9 
1946 3 16 18 43 59 .. 00 35 44 .. 00 118 2 .. 00 c 3.7 J 8 9 
1946 3 16 1~ 53 59.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 4 .. 0 J 8 q 
1946 3 16 20 8 a .. oo 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 c 3 .. 8 J 8 9 
1946 3 16 21 40 47 .. 00 35 44.00 118 2 ... 00 c 3 .. 9 J 8 9 
1946 3 16 23 41 6.00 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 c 3.7 J 8 9 
lq46 3 16 23 44 35.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3.6 J 8 9 
1946 3 17 2 55 26.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3.6 J 8 9 
1946 ·3 17 6 3 47 .34 35 39 .. 0lt 118 3.79 B 4 .. 2 J 8 ~o.I 2A 1.-:13 3.6 1.8 9 .. 7 8 
1946 3 17 8 16 36 .. 00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 4.6 J 8 9 
1946 3 11 9 4 44.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3.1 J 8 9 
1946 3 17 9 24 53 .. 00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3 .. 6 J a 9 I 
1946 3 17 9 38 .35~00 35 44.00 118 2 .. 00 c 3.6 J 8 9 "'-J 
"' 1946 3 17 13 32 o.oo 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3.1 J 8 9 I 
1946 3 17 20 53 SB .. 00 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 t 3.8 J a--· - 9 
1946 3 17 21 8 20 .. 00 35 4-4.00 118 2.00 c 3.7 J 8 9 
1946 3 17 21 18 35.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 4.0 J 8 9 
1946 3 18 1 15 9.00 35 44.00 118· 2.00 c 4 .. 1 J 8 9 
1946 3 18 3 0 22.00 35 44.00 118 2 .. 00 c 4 .. 1 J 8 9 
1946 3 18 8 58 51.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3.6 J 8 9 
1946 3 18 10 5 56 .. 06 35 41.88 118 3.25 8 4 .. 6 j 8 6.9 2A 0.25 2.9 0~8 2.2 9 
1946 3 18 15 49 26.55 35 45.26 117 58.68 B 4.6 K 8 7.5 2A 0.24 2.3 0.9 2 ... 3 10 
1946 3 18 15 50 43 .. 00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 5 .. 3 J 8 9 
1946 3 18 16 3 46.00 35 44.00 118 . 2.00 c 4.1 J 8 9 
1946 3 18 16 54 18 .. 00 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 c 3.9 J 8 9 
1946 3 18 21 12 3L .OO 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 c 3.6 J 8 9 
TABLE 10 
YR MO DY HR MI SEC un LONG Q M I OEP 0---- so sx SY sz ID 
1946 3 19 s 15 46 .. 00 35 44.00 118 2 .. 00 c 3 .. 6 J 8 9 
1946 3 19 8 45 42.58 35 39.16 118 3 .. 81 B 3 .. 2 J 8 a.o 2A o .. 36 4 .. 1 1.2 3 .. 0 11 
1945·-~ 20 li 16 37 4'00 35 44 .. 00 118 2 .. 00 c 3 .. 7 J -a 9 
1946 3 20 e 49 22.00 35 44 .. 00 118 2 .. 00 c 3 .. 6 J 8 9 
1946 3 21 19 35 4 .. 00 35 44 .. 00 118 2 .. 00 c 3.7 J 8 9 
1946 3 22 4 23 20.00 35 44.00 118 2 .. 00 c 3.8 J 8 9 
1946 3 22 10 8 33.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 4 .. 1 J 8 9 
1946 3 22 12 36 10 .. 00 35 44.00 118 2 .. 00 c 3,.9 J 8 9 
~946 3 24 2 56 46.00 n 44.oo na 2.00 c 4 .. 4 ~ra 9 
1946 3 24 5 17 28 .. 60 35 41.26 117 53.98 S 3 .. 5 K 8 0.7 2A 0.52 4.4 1.8 5.1 12 
1946 3 24 20 0 3 .. 14 35 40 .. 72 118 L.11 8 4.2 J 8 o.o 2l 0.48 ~-0 1.5 4,.7 13 
1946 3 25 11 1 29.00 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 c 3 .. 6 J 8 9 I 
1946 3 25 23 36 46.04 ~5 38 .. 96 118 3 .. 46 a 4,;2 .r-a 7 .6~'-lA 0'°'25 2.4··1.o 2 .. 4 14 ....... ....... 
1946 3 26 6 1 13.00 35 44 .. 00 118 2 .. 00 c 4.1 J 8 9 t 
T946 3 26 6 33 53~00 35 44 .. 00 us 2.00 I: 3.6 J 8 ,_ ''"'" ~~· 
1946 3 26 11 50 47.00 35 44.00 118 2.00 c 3.7 J 8 9 
1946 3 26 22 39 50 .. 00 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 c 3.7 J 8 9 
1946 3 27 11 17 7.00 35 44.00 118 2 .. 00 c 3 .. 7 J 8 9 
1946 3 28 15-26 50.00 35 44.00 118 2 .. 00 t 3,.7 J 8 ·9 
1946 3 29 0 44 37.00 35 44 .. 00 118 2.00 c 3.6 J 8 9 
1946 4 4 15 44 31 .. 00 35 42 ... 00 118 o.oo c 3.7 J a· . ~<:]~ 
lq46 4 7 8 28 31.00 35 42 .. 00 ll8 o .. oo c 3.8 J 8 9 
1946 4 9 10 11 53 .. 00 35 42,.00 118 o .. oo c 3.7 J 1r- 9 
1946 4 11 23 35 40.00 35 42 .. 00 118 o .. oo c 3.6 J 8 9 
1946 4 12 10 34 33.84 35 41.38 111 54 .. 31 B 3.6 K 8 - 3 .. 9 2A 0 .. 35 5.7 1.3 3.,4 l4A 
1946 4 12 20 2 37.00 35 42 ... 00 118 o.oo c 3 .. 8 J 8 9 
TABLE lE 
YR MO O\' HR MI SEC LAT LONG Q M I OEP 0 so sx SY sz 10 
1946 4 13 0 0 18 .. 00 35 42 .. 00 118 o .. oo c 3.7 J<8 9 
1946 4 13 15 46 57.00 35 42.00 118 o .. oo c 3 .. 6 J 8 9 
l'l46 4 13 15 48 59 .. 00 35 42.UO 118 o .. uo -r;3.1 J a q 
1946 4 16 10 37 4 .. 75 35 45.82 118 12.12 B 3 .. 6 J 8 0.2 2A 0 .. 47 3 .. 2 1.5 4 .. 5 18 
1946 4 16 22 56 a.oo 35 42 .. 00 118 o. 00 C.. 3 .. 8 J 8 q 
1946 4 23 7 11 40 .. 22 35 39.12 118 4.22 B 3 .. 3 J 8 s.o 2A 0 .. 26 2 .. a o.a 2 .. 2 15 
1946 4 24 7 46 7 .. 63 35 52.12 117 4£;40 B 3.3 X 8 12 .. 5 2A 0.8612.3 3 .. 3 4 .. 4 
1946 4 27 22 37 24 .. 38 35 44 .. 73 111 s1.14 a 3.6 ~ s 10 .. 4 2A 0.31 5.5 1 .. 3 2 ... 6 
Pl46 5 5 q 3 43 .. 30 35 39.87+ 117 st.92 S 3 .. 7 K---S -2 .. 0 2A 1.61 8 .. i:J T.3 -Z6 .. 3 
1946 5 6 11 1 11 .. 00 35 42 .. 00 118 o.oo c 3.6 J 8 9 
lq46 6 3 21 59 33.40 35 38.53 11~ 16.69 B 4.4-J 8 11.-0 2A 0.44 4 .. 5 1.4 3.9 19 
1946 6 6 0 6 42.66 35 38.74 118 16.52 s 3.7 J a 16.0 2A 0.38 4.3 1.3 3 .. 4 19A I 
1946 6 TO 14 4 15.03 35 48.06 117 45.49 B 3.7 K -a 14.0 2A 0.40 6.0 1.8 2.9 -..! ():) 
194& 6 12 20 20 43 .. 45 35 44 .. 62 118 0 .. 29 B 3 .. 4 J 8 9.6 2A 0.25 4.6 1.1 2.6 I 
194& 7 9 3 19 1.45 35 39~35 111 58~59 B 3 .. 8 K a-· ~8 .. 5 '2A 0~35 6.1 1 .. 4 3 .. 1 
1946 1 18 5 2 3 .. 11 35 40.18 117 37 .. 74 8 3.9 K 8 12 .. 4 2A 0.12 1 .. 6 0.5 L.2 
1946 1 l2 15 19 32.26 35 46.71 117 46.46 8 4.1 K 8 1.6 2A 1.79 6.4 3.3 lS .. 3 
1946 8 31 9 10 14 .. 10 35 36.71 117 53.03 8 4.2 K 8 10 .. 3 2A 0.45 6.9 1.9 4.5 20 
1946 9 5 17 38 36.37 35 59 .. ot 111 32.21 s 3.5 k 8 16.9 2A 0~75 6 .. 8 3 .. 3 4.3 
1946 10 4 4 32 41.00 35 2.00 117 32.00 C 3.6 K 7 9 
1946 10 l9 11 34 58.00 35 25;00 117 41~00 c 3~6~ 7 9 
1947 2 1 13 3-0 49. 72 35 12.86 118 20.06 B 3.5 J 1 9.4 2A 0.35 3.2 1.1 3.2 21 
1947 2 6 17 20 41.37 35 38 .. 83 118 3.94 8 4 .. 6 J 8 10.1 2A 0.22 3.5 o.8 2 .1 16 
1941 3 l 10 40 2L.50 35 39.39 118 3 .. 67 B 3,.7 J 8 6.5 2A 0.06 0.9 0.2 0 .. 6 
1947 3 9 21 10 44.00 35 49.00 117 41.00 C 4.0 K 8 9 
- -------- - - -- ~---- --~~-~~~-~-~---~- --~- - -~- -- ·~~~~==~~-~-- = 
- ------
TA8lE'--lf 
YR MO OY HR MI SEC LAT LONG Q - .r--- -r--- 0£P-- -o so sx SY Sl ID 
1CJ47 5 7 12 56 36.99 35 38 .. 66 118 0.17 B 3. rJ ~ ~1:0.8 24 0 .. 3l -S~5 1 .. 2 3 .. 1 
1948 2 11 3 29 28 .. 00 36 ~ .. oo 11s ~~;no a 4 .. 6 H 9 ---- -"--9' 
1948 5 26 lq 35 13 .. 57 35 40.14 117 57.08 B 4.1 K 8 13.7 2A o.1s 3.o o.a 1 .. 8 17 
1948 1 26 17 50 1.11 35 35.83 118 12.18 B 4 .. 5 J 8 10.2 2A 0.38 4.3 1.2 3.5 
1950 8 10 q 55 26 .. 00 35 43 .. 00 118 15 .. 00 c 3.6 J--a-~-- 9 
1951 6 25 19 45 41 .. 68 35 46.33 111 56.86 8 4.-6 K 8 iz-: 4 ·ic-o .. 10-tr.·o-·o~ 1 L.4 
1951 6 26 1 26 39 .. 12 35 45.67 117 57.19 B 4.4 K 8 8.1 lC 0 .. 21 1.6 1.3 2 .. 9 
1951 6 26 2 6 14.00 35 47.00 111 57.00 B 3.6 K 8 9 
1951 7 l 0 16 18 .. 72 35 44.71 117 59 .. 06 B 3.7 K 8 4 .. 4 lC 0.14 1.6 0 .. 5 1.3 I 
'1 
\.0 
1952 1 21 15 51 39 .. 00 35 s~.oo 117 56.oo c 3.s K a 9 I 
1952 8 2q 2 51 13.00 35 56.00 117 41.00 8 3.5 1f8 ~· ··9 
1952 11 17 3 20 23 .. 16 36 3.97 118 26.43 B 3.8 J 9 -l.1 ID 0.37 1.2 1.4 4 .. 4 
1953 3 27 20 37 10 .. 00 35 46.00 117 59.00 8 3.6 K 8 q 
1953 5 2 11 56 50 .. 00 35 25.00 117 52.00 C 3.8 K 7 9 
1953 1 l 22 38 8 .. 00 35 22.00 117 47.00 S 3.5 K 1 9 
1953 8 11 -18 33 59 .. 00 35 49.00 118 23.00 8 3.8 J 8 9 
1954 l 1 16 8 35.00 35 48.00 117 38.00 8 3.6 K 8 9 
1954 5 25 10 48 23.00 35 3q.oo 118 31.00 B 3.a H a 9 
}q54 11 17 7 23 57 .. 00 36 28.00 118 o.oo c 4 .. 1-J 9 9 
- ~~·--- --~- -
TABU- lG~--
YR MO DY HR MI SEC LAT LONG g---.. ,r--- I -OEP 0 so sx SY Sl ID 
1955 05 28 19 44 20.03 35 32.os ~1~ 15.83 s 4.5 J a 12.3 10 o.oa o.s o.s 1 .. 4 
1955 8 22 14 41 20.81 35 46.09 118 2.20 B 3.7 J 8 7.3 10 0.18 1 .. 3 1.2 2.7 
~-
1956 1 11 19 22 6.72 35 45.95 117 56.89 B 4.2 K 8 12.6 lD 0.09 o.a o.s 1.5 
1956 1 23 10 43 35.29 35 57.45 117 46.94 8 3.3-K 8 5.1 10 0.12 1.0 1.0 1 .. 8 
1956 9 29 18 3 6.00 35 39.00 118 28.00 B 3.6 J 8 9 
1956 10 4 20 6 35.00 35 32.00 118 21 .. 00 B 3;9-J 8 9 
1957 1 l 9 53 40 .. --00 35 :29. 00 lT8 21. -00 B 3-., 6 J 7 9 
1957 3 8 13 24 57.00 35 43.00 117 30.00 B 4.0 K 8 9 
1957 10 4 12 0 37 .. 00 35 50 .. 00 118 2 .. 00 B 3.9 J 8 - 9 
1957 12 11 4 15 12.00 35 30.00 118 20.00 B 3.7 J 8 9 I 
00 
0 
1959 01 05 12 36 2.62 36 9.31 118 3.32 B 4.7 J 9 2 .. 6 10 0.09 1.3 0.1 2 .. 8 I 
. f9S9 01 06 16 10 20 .. 33 36 8.43 118 3 .. 74 B 3 .. 7 J 9 0 .. 2 10 O .. n: O .. 1 o .. 1 2 .. 1 
1959 01 11 18 54 57.76 36 9 .. 52 118 3 .. 05 B 3.7 J 9 -2.0 lD 0 .. 13 0-7 0.7 2 .. 1 
1959 01 12 12 36 5.29 36 9.37 118 3.79 B 3.9 J 9 -2.0 10 0.15 0.8 0.9 2.4 
1959 01 16 0 10 5 .. 33 36 7.84 118 3 .. 58 B 4 .. 3 J 9 1.9 18 0.14 1 .. 0 l.l 2.2 
1959 01 19 21 46 o .. oa 36 9.10 118 4.00 B 4.0 J 9 0.3 IC 0.11 0.7 0.7 1.9 
1959 06 23 06 25 35 .. 00 36 09.00 117 58.00 B 3.8 K09 8 
1959 09 17 08 11 15.00. 35 58.00 117 52.00 83.S KOS~ 8 
1959 09 27 00 21 50 .. 00 36 02 .. 00 117 55.00 C 3.0 K09 8 
1959 10 L5 10 19 55 .. 00 35 St.DO 117 31.00 B 3.6 KOS a 
1959 10 24 15 35 15 .. 29 35 44.68 118 1.41 B 4 .. 2 J 8 7.4 10 0.08 0.7 0.6 1.4 
1959 10 24 16 11 24 .. 31 35 44.53 118 1.11 B 3 .. 7 J 8 7.5 IC 0~15 1.0 0.8 L.4 
1959 10 24 19 58 20 .. 14 35 44.35 118 0 .. 45 B 3 .. 4 J 8 4.0 18 0 .. 14 l.O 1.1 2.1 
TABlE lH 
YR MO OY HR MI SEC LAT LONG Q M I --·· OEP . 0 SO SX SY sz 
1959 1116 12 -5 34 .. 99 35 44 .. 93 ITB 0.82 8 3.7 J·a-----9~-7-10 0.14 t,;.1. T .. 1 2.3 
19f)l -01-28 
1961 01 28 
l9o1 01 2s 
1961 02 12 
1961 -02 22 
1961 10 19 
T961 11 -1.a 
1961 11 19 
1962 03 24 
~---a· -i2--i+b~T8 
14 l 8.52 
17 2 12 .. 20 
6 47 38.95 
1 3 1.63 
5 9 44 .. 59 
113 18 -35~-go 
22 59 51 .. 63 
03 38 18 .. 16 
35 1+0;oq--~r1-s--~ ..:'9r-i:r-s-;-J-;r-a----~-'-5 ""Irr--u;nro-;o-o. 6 1 .. 3 . 
35 46.18 118 2.02 B 3.7 J 8 9.1 10 0.24 1 .. 6 1.8 2.3 
35 46 .. 61 1ra 2. 99 lJ-3;-0--J-ir -- r..:o io-o-.~ra-T~3 i .. 1 2 .. s 
35 46.69 118 2.09 B 3.2 J 8 3.7 10 0.18 1 .. 3 l.4 3.5 
-3 5 4 1 .. 15 11 B - 3; 11 s z;-s J-lf --1T;-s·-""Io u-~11 o ;v-1 • o- -- 2 ; 4 
35 51.42 117 48.28 8 5.1 K 8 6.4 ID 0.06 0.4 0.5 l.O 
3~ 23.,85 1T7 46;3/-S --z. .. 3 KO 1-~;-r-i-A -.--z1r-r,;4-T;.;-"3 UZ.8 
35 44 .. 09 118 01.20 B 3.6 J08 06.l lA .13 1.1 1.0 02 .. 3 
,~----~.~ ------- ------
35 45.73 118 01.63 8 3.7 JOB 07 .. 3 lA .16 L.l 1 .. 0 OL.8 
"196-i 1>8 11 -~Tl 3 -S3.66 35 56 .. q-5 -111 58.84 B ·3;z-K-a-- 5-;-4---ra--o:.-o,ru-;;o-u-.. 6 -1 .. -z 
1962 09 16 5 36 15 .. 87 35 44 .. 33 118 3 .. 17 B 4 .. 8 J 8 4.0 10 0 .. 09 0.7 1.4 2.1 
1962 09 16 11~7 -s-~ITT ~s-Lt5;0-it- n 1:l T.61 -S 3.5 J~-- 5.5.IB U.25 I .. 1 1.-:i 4 .. 9 
1962 09 19 18 50 30 .. 66 35 48.12 118 0 .. 76 B 3.1 J 8 6 .. 8 lC 0 .. 12 0.9 0.9 1 .. 2 
19b-2 11 12 7 53 56. 39 -- 3S- Tl .49 118 7.94 83;5 J T 7;;;0--ur o-.;1 r · ·· r.;·4 o. 6 1. 7 
1961 114 19 3 21 9.66 ~5 46 .. 33 in -s9.sz-a 3:.6 K g--- -s.-4 -nr n:.T1t-0~91 .. -r -2 .. 3 
1963 09 21 5 5 59.90 35 25.20 117 46.90 B 3.3 K 1 11.1 lD 0 .. 21 1.7 1.3 3.4 
ID 
I 
GO 
I-' 
I 
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STATION IDENTIFIERS USED IN TABLES 2 THROUGH 23 
STATION 
IDENTIFIER 
BAR 
BBC 
BCN 
BRK 
GLC 
DLT 
ECC 
FRE 
FTC 
GSC 
HAI 
HAY 
ISl 
ISA 
IWl 
KRC 
LJC 
MHC 
MWC 
OVE 
PAS 
PFA 
PLM 
PVR 
REN 
RVR 
SBC 
SNC 
TIN 
TUC 
VIN 
WDY 
STATION 
NAME 
Barrett 
Big Bear 
Boulder City 
Berkeley 
China Lake 
Dalton 
El Centro 
Fresno 
Fort Tejon 
Goldstone 
Hai wee 
Hayfield 
Isabella 
Isabella 
Indian Wells 
King Ranch 
La Jolla 
Mount Hamil ton 
Mount Wilson 
overt on 
Pasadena 
Pierce Ferry 
Palomar 
Palos Verdes 
Reno 
Riverside 
Santa Barbara 
REMARKS 
This identifier is used to denote 
Isabella from February 7, 1957, t:o 
June 13, 1962. During this period, 
the station was located at 
35 39.78 N, 118 28.39 W, at an 
elevation of 835 meters. 
This identifier is used to denote 
a portable unit operated near 
Indian Wells from September 18, 1962, 
to September 19, 1962. The unit was 
located at 35 40.35 N, 117 52.14 W, 
at an elevation of 850 meters. 
San Nicolas Island 
Tinemaha 
Tucson 
Vineyard 
Woody 
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NOTES FOR TABLES 2 THROUGH 15 
NOTE 1. 'DELTA' is in kilometers. 
NOTE 2. 'DIR' indicates that the arrival was considered to 
be direct by the locations program. 
'RFR' indicates that the arrival was considered to 
be refracted by the locations program. 
i'lO'l.'l1: 3. The residual is the time residual, calculated according 
to the relation 
RESIDUAL ARRIVAL TIME TRAVEL TIME 
ORIGIN TIME. 
NOTE 4. Phases for which the residual was greater L.han .7'3 
second were not used to determine the location. 
NOTE 5. The coordinate system for the location calculation is 
taken with the origin at 35 00 N, 118 00 W. At that 
point, the X axis is east, the Y axis is north, and 
the Z axis is downward. For further details, see 
Nordquist (1962). 
·unITtJDE 
LONGITUDE 
ORIGIN TIME 
36 
118 26.4 w 
3 20 23 .. 2 GCT 
.. 
·····-··------s-nr--·o·errA--PFfA"si:···rvJ>e-·-1nrR"rv"Ac--rRAv"tc~-·ResroffAC--J.f.:o::· 
TIME TIME (SEC) DEL/8.1 
HAI 
CLC 81 .. 1 p DIR 36.4 13.3 -0 .. 1 
S DIR 56 .. 8 31.6 2 .. 0 
-··-·-----··-MWc---707;i.------tr-----·1u=1~·----,,-b-;9-------""JY;'S""------"U;7---------s:.1-------------··--· 
PAS 214.2 P RFR ~7.3 34.1 O.O 7.7 
RVR 249 .. 7 38.6 -0 .. 4 
• 
ORIGIN TIME 0.4 SEC 
Y COORDINATE 1.4 KM 
..... -·············--···-·············--··-············ ·---··1··--·coURiffWATE .. -----zt-:;4---KM---~------------------------ -----------~ - ~· 
LONGJTUOE 118 15.8 w 
ORIGIN TIME 19 44 20.0 GCT 
~----·------:-·sT1r--~E"[i_A ____ PHASt''T'fP'E'''-'~RR1~~[---·TRAVR--l\FSTUIJAC--'P".;;;U.;:·--·---······-···-·----·---· 
TIME TIME (SEC> OEL/8.l 
WOY 56 .. 0 p DIR -0.2 
HAI 72.8 P DIR 31.8 12.0 -0.2 
---·---·---·-------------·-·-·-·---------s------0TR:-----111-;i;:r------""2u;·,-------cr;·z-----------------------·------·-··--.. 
FTC 93.2 P DIR 35.4 15.3 0.1 
KRC 136.3 P DIR 42.6 22.2 0.4 
~~~1rm:· ··-Ttto;6·-· p· irr~ zt4.o -~u.-1~~~ 
PAS 153.9 P DIR 45.0 25.0 -0.0 
---·---------·-------------·-------'"S·----.. ---o-rA _____ 6::r;2--------4·;r;·2------~i:r.-1---------------------------------·----
oLT 156.8 P DIR 45.3 25.5 -0.2 
----------·--·----- ---rn-R·----·-63-;fr--------4-4;1~-------=0-:3------------------------------------
r 1 N 168.6 P OlR 48.2 27.4 0.7 
~--~-~~-~--~~~-~-·- --- -- ------s·---~--~RF=l<~6-e-:--<J-- 48. I -0 .. 1 
SBC 179.4 P RFR 49.l 27.5 1.6 6.9 
--------------rrv1r--1a9~2------15-------rrF_R ____ 4<r;o--------21J;~--~---=-cr~-"3'----------5-;6----·---------·------
s ac 189.6 p RFR 48.2 29.5 -1.3 4.8 
---- -------- ·----J:rnc ·-z-73-:-<r ______ P _______ --rrrR. _______ 6 er; 3-·-------llr;-s=-------o~-Er----------6-~-5---------------- -- ---
SCN 313.8 P RFR 64.6 44.l 0.4 5.8 
·-1r1ur··- .. 3-ztff:;;·6- RFR-- 0·9:;;2 • 
ORIGIN TIME O.l SEC 
-------------------------------------x--couR.llil'J'ATE ____ . _____ <J.-a----KR-------.. -·~---·--·--·--~-~---- .. ---·~-----
v !NATE 0.5 KM 
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----,,,~-·,--,~,....,..,, .... ~,~,.--,~~·-~·~·~0 ,." •• _ ........ ---"--·-----. --l .. AT'lTUD'E ·-·· --,.-·~-----~ ~~~~,-- ~ ~,.~,,_.,,, 35 ~ 4~6". 1 
LONGITUDE 118 2.2 W 
------~-----------------·-'·--·-------- ----- ----o-EPTff --- --·----------------- .. -- .... __ --1 .. 
ORIGIN llME 14 41 20.8 GCT 
' 
-----------s-T#\ ____ iJEli'A"""PFfAS"E-TYVE"'';iHff.ffV'A'C"''TRAVEI:·----in:-srumR----v.::.u~---------·----·-------
T IME TIME (SECl OEl/8.1 
ClC ~0.2 P DIR 27.7 6.7 0.2 
rltT;a-~------rr-- ~~~~~~~~----~~--
S DIR 32 .. 2 12.0 -0.6 
--------·-----rs J!i- ---- -4·2-.;"3'"- ---- -p-- --------orR ____ ---:zr ~-ir- ------ --T; o--------::.-a;;11--------------------------------· 
S DIR 32.9 12.l -0.0 
_____ ,, _____ !NlJY''' --,T;7-------,r----- O'I R------ 3 i; er·-----·rz;·T-~---=-u:T--------------~-----~--~~--· ----~----
s DIR 41.8 20.9 0.1 
'fTr:·----1·20·~··2~--,----·--'1'' O'IR ,_- ·--4r;··9 ;r---·~o.· ... ---··=~=·~~~~~··-~-~--
TIN 143.7 P DIR 44.7 23.4 0.5 
,.-·-----· -'" --- .,-- -- - --· ··-·----'S--- ----o IR ---- - "61. 4---- -- ·--4·0-~·5--·----------rr. a·~-·-------------·----·---
KRC 162.3 P RFR 47.4 26.6 O.O 6.5 
---------- ---M wc---T11·;·3·----------v---- -- Rl=R-- ----'41·;,:rr------~ .. 21 ~-g- ·--·--::-o-.;r------" 5 ;·t:r--------- · -----
s RFR 69.2 48.0 0.4 
---------------------- ---- If[ r---·--l?B"; ·~~~ -~-Rf R -- ··--ita. 2 8 .-5 ,, __ ,, _____ .='.0·;4· ---·------- '6-.. 1--··--~~~~·------·- ---
PAS 180.0 P RFR 48.2 28.6 -1.2 5.2 
______ , _____ B'BC"' -19·3·;3-·------,,-------- RFTf'"""'45--.·3--------------3r;r -- ------=.-6;-6-------------o~--o---· ----- ---- - ·---· ----
R VR 205.9 P RfR 52.1 31.9 -0.6 5.9 
,.,,,.,,.,,.,. _____ ,,,,,,, ·s-·a-c·-··· '"'2"1 '2'; ·2-------------""' -P''"''"''' -''"R'F'R'"""""""S 4-;6----------··32·-~·1-------····-1 ·~7·,-----""' ----, 7 .-b'"" ------- ---------· "' 
BCN 290.0 p RFR 63.4 41.8 o.a 6.8 
STANDARD ERRORS 
- --- __ ,_,_ __ ,, ___ "' - urnGTN TI MF . --o~-.z----sFC" __________ ·-··------ ------·-·-----·--- ------ -- . 
X COORDINATE 1.3 KM 
.... ___ . __ ... __ ---- ........... ___ .. _ ..______ .... ____ ---- ....... V .. -c;o·o R'CrI fifA"TE ... ------ --1·;2 .. ·---·K"M' ______ .. _., ______ _,_,._ __________________ ---------- ---- --- .. --····--- - - ----
l COORDINATE 2.7 KM 
i:mr EARTHQUJ\KE'~'OF~"'JUl'f Tl""J"''-l'9"5o~~---~~- < 
.... - .. ~-----·-····---······-·- - ·---·--·-· ·-c·PITl.TUD ·e.-·.--c-··---. -··--.. 
LONGITUDE 117 56.9 W 
ORIGIN TIME 19 22 6.7 GCT 
TIME TIME {SEC) DEL/8.1 
CLC 32,.5 p DIR 12.6 5.7 0.2 
S DIR 18 .. 6 12.2 -0.3 
------&·~~--·---~---~·---··-----~---·---~-------~----,.----
$ DIR 21.2 14.5 o .. o 
S DIR 29.8 23.2 -0.l 
-~-·-~~-=~~~~-~-T3'r.·r~~~-P~~·~rrrr~a:·1y--~"'L171t=· ·-=071~~.~-~~. · · ----··-· =~-·~--~·~--
s DIR 46.8 36.9 3.2 
---·-------------··rr;;,r--T45·~-r-------p-·-··--··01R·-----3rr;s--------2·3-~·6·-------o:-1------------------------·-·· 
S DIR 47.9 40.9 0.3 
·--------------t<J<c· .. -rll<I;<i-·.----·p·-··---RFR·----·°33·;i---------2o;·rr--··----o-:o---------5;·rr----------~-----· 
MWC 171.3 P RFR 33.3 27.1 -0.5 5.4 
··--=-=·~=-- -Lil l---"~I77 .;--:J~~ir~~~J:ff"lf~4~~~~:13~ 5·:7~~-~·~~~--~~-· 
PAS 180.4 P RFR 34.5 28.0 -0.2 5.5 
-·------------------s0c--~--p;;~:·~r--·--·p··--------RFR _____ llf:4-------··2--~r;9-~----T:r---------1·:·1-···--.. ··-''···---------
FRE 199.l P RFR 38.0 29.9 1.4 6.6 
--·····-·---··-·--··--· RvR··-2·03--;·~r-···--·p---.... --R"FR-----·"lr;4--------31;-cr-------=cr:-3---------s-.-6-----------------------· 
SBC 217.8 P RFR 39.2 32.2 0.3 5.6 
PVR 225.6 p RFR 40.6 33.l 0.8 6.0 
tr.t~-,r--- --
PLM 265 .. 4 p RFR '47.a 40.8 0 .. 3 5.8 
STANDARD ERRORS 
x COORDINATE 0.8 KM 
-y:·--c:·oaROTNATE 
z COORDINATE 1..5 KM 
= ~ --~~=---~~c--~-- -·~- ~ ~·~~="=·-· "~~ ~~-~ ~= ,~~ ~o-. = n- --~~~- ·~~. ··- -~ ~-~·T_A_B .[ 
'''eln:tlHQl:IAKt"'' (if="' JU[Y''"2'37~P~rs6-· --~. --~~~. ~~~ .. ----· 
------------------------------1Alrn.roe---------·----------·35'-·s-r~-4--N~----------------------------------------· 
LONGITUDE 117 46.9 W 
-------- -·----------.. ----------------.. P Tfr---------------------- .. -----5-~-1 
ORIGIN TIME 10 43 35.3 GCT 
• 
-------------SfA ____ f5£t-fA ___ PHASE-''fYP_E _____ ,fRR~fVAC ___ ,T'.RA-vi:r-· 'R:E:'sroUAC---p-.:.:a.=----------------
T I ME TIME ISECJ DEl/8.1 
CLC 23 .. 2 p DIR 39 .. 2 3.9 o .. o 
ISA 71 .. 9 p DIR 46 .. 9 11.7 -0.1 
.. ------------
'><' ____ . ______ . ___________ ,, _________ - -
TIN 128 .. l p 0 IR 56 .. 5 0 .. 3 
FTC 157.0 p l..O 
KRC 190.9 P RFR 67.3 30.4 1.6 
--------------- .. ·---·---------- .---------s;------1rF·R--~-~91~;:z----------5·z_-;: 5-··-.----··--;r.-4---------.. 
MWC 194.0 P RFR 64.8 30.8 -1.3 5.6 
~--~·· .. - .. o--· .... - .. ~--- ~ --·· ·- • -· • "--- ----··· ----·S'· .. ·--~ .... R.F'R: _____ --9cr; 4-------~--5 .. ::r:;.-·;r-------1~ 8---------·· - ---- --· -- ------------ -- - ----- .-. - -· 
DLT 198.2 P RFR 66.6 31.3 0.0 6.8 
" . 
PAS 203.7 P RFR 66.8 31.8 -0.3 6.4 
------------ ------------------- --·-----------5----- - -R F-R-----96;s---------55;(f _______ 6:-5··--------- - ----- ------- --- ---- - --
RVR 221.0 P RFR 68.5 34.l -0.8 5.9 
-------------··- -··-- -- -- -------- -----------5----· .. --Rl=·R-·-·-97~6-- ------~Hf ;9--------3~-4---------·---·----·- ---- ------ ---
SBC 243.3 P RFR 73.7 36.2 2.2 8.4 
PVR 249 .. 5 
---PTM--3oo~'i 
HAY 317.5 
P RFR 72.5 36.9 0.3 6.4 
---- .. -,u=-R-----ra:a---------43-:6---~--··.::.0:1---------6~"•-------·-------- --· 
P RFR 81.6 45.4 1.0 7.l 
STANDARD ERRORS 
X COORDINATE l.O KM 
l COORDINATE 1 .. S KM 
LONGITUDE 118 3.3 w 
ORIGIN TIME 12 '36 2.6 GCT 
TIME TIME f SECl DEL/8.1 
HAI 10 .. 3 p DIR l. 1 -0.1 
ISl 66.4 p DIR 13.5 10.9 o. 
• • 
S DIR 31.l 28.6 -0.l 
··-------·"--KR~--T1rr;"';_, _____ p------Rl=lC---~2-;tr-------2TJ;?t----~-:;.-o:;T--------r.-4--------------·--· 
S RFR 53.0 50.9 -0.5 
PAS 222.9 P RfR 37.1 34.8 -0.3 7.0 
···'S·ac-·--24·z~ ,------"- -·--R:i:"R-----,r;<_r-------:j-6;·;·-------2-.-s=-------·-1:r;·,,3· -·-··--··· -- ····· 
RVR 247.7 p RFR 39.8 38.0 -o.a 6.6 
·----------PvR·--2-01·;~r----p---------RFlc··---·40-;9-------3-<r;r·-----:.:r .. -4---------!l;'3------------·-
PLM 329.4 P RFR 50.5 47.8 O.l 7.2 
. -~~'"'"·-~~ ""~ £fA1f~"40"5:'°fJ - ~~--,,~~~~·"Rt='l:t~----~59. 8 57:1'.i 0. r·=~7-: . .,.~~~-~,--,~~~--~~ 
ORIGIN TIME O .. l SEC 
Y COO~OINATE 0 .. 7 KM 
'"="'~""'·~~""'c==•-·-~•~--.~~~.--,,=-"=~·~~~•-,~~~--~,~~,~~,.~~= •-en-~~~~=~•~-,-'""'°"'., =""'"''=<..-< .:90: ~ ''"'"'"""'.,,. ~""'" 
····-·------------------------------------------------ ---- ----TABLE 
-- -- --- __ ,, ___ O,l\Ttr-·J=-o~---E'A~-THQUAKt--nF--·ocT00ER 
___________ ,, _________________ TJfTTTUDt ------------ -----3·5-44-~ T 
LONGITUDE 118 1.4 W 
---·----------------------------------lltl'TH---------·----------------------7 ~ 4-
UR t GIN TIME 15 35 15.3 GCT 
t l 
·--------------S'TA---n-ErTA--l>HASE-T'lJ:fE ___ AR'R-IVAI----T~AVE'[~--RtS'lDffAC--J>-.:n:.: -- -' ---- -- -- ,, --
Tl ME TIME tSEC) OEL/8.1 
ClC p OJR 21.a -o.o 
HAI 44.2 p OIR 22.6 7 .. 3 o. 
• 
WOY 74.7 P DIR 27.6 12.2 O.l 
----------------------------------·s-----lJl"R----·35'".-5"------71-:1------=-i:r:"'tJ-------------~------------··-···--··--·---·--····· 
FTC 125.0 P DIR 5.4 20.4 -0.3 
TIN 146.5 P DIR 39.7 23.9 0.5 
-·---------------------------------- -------·-·s-----------u-rR·-----5·t,-;·2-----·---41-=-~------:;;i:r.-3-----------------·----·--·---------------
P DIR 39.7 23.9 O.S 
--------------·J(1u:--·-To·2·:..7--~------,,.--------""RFR--·-·--4r;e--------21l;S"-----~o-:.-o---------o-;It----·----------·------
PAs 177.5 P RFR 43.4 28.2 -0.1 6.2 
~---~-~---~~~-~~~~- s -~Rt=~·-5zt:.1 ·· - · i;a:..a -o.o ~~· 
RVR 203.0 p RFR 46.0 31.5 -o.a 5.6 
·-------------sac·--·2·1r:..z--------p··----~FR----7t9-:..·5--------3r;9-------·z:;,·3·---------s~T----------------· 
PVR 222.3 P RFR 49.9 33.2 1.4 7.2 
----·--------···p-c,.,- ···2·a5·;lf·----,,------"'R-FR----·s-6":.-11------""'tt:T;~-----·---cr:.£·----------o-.-r--·-·-·· -·-------··-
BCN 289.l P RFR 56.9 41.6 O.O 5,.9 
~~.~---~ .. ~-· --B7f~~6T;;.--g -· p ·-· ~lrFR .. 66. T 50.o 0.8 .. o-.,-·~--~~ 
. -- -------------- - ·-- ------ -- --- - -------'STANU A lfO--E FfR ITR s· ----------------------~----- ---- -----------------------------
0 RIG IN TIME 0.1 SEC 
-------- ------ ··------- -- ---------------·:.c-COUR ITT ff ATE' -- ----o~,---R'M'"""" --· .. ----------- ----- --- ------ --· -- -" 
Y COORDINATE 0.6 KM 
------~---------~r-c-on"RUiffATE"_'_ --r~zt:""'KM- ---
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--·- -·--------------·---- - -- ------------·---- ------ ----------· -- --«-TABLE _________ 9---- -------------------------------------------·-------------------
------------·---- --- ------------- -·· -----------(-AT-rT uni:---- --- ---- ----- ---- ------35---~i-;r-~r------- --------- -------------------------------
LONG l TU OE 118 2.9 W 
-------·---------·-----------------------0-E p·rH-- --- -- ---------------------·--------- 5'.. 
ORIGIN TIME 8 12 46.2 GCT 
--------------51)\·---nF1_~r1r---PH1\5F-TYl'F"' ·1ntJfTV«l!l ___ TRAVFL ___ 1H:STUfflII.---11.;;u.;;----------------
T I TIME {SEC) DEL/8.1 
ISl 40 .. 6 p 52.8 6 .. 7 -0 .. 1 
HAI 40.9 p -o.o 
ClC 4L.2 p DIR 53 .. 0 6.8 o.o 
FTC 126.5 P DIR 67.2 20.6 0.4 
-- ----r1N -142; s -----~v-~=-1:rrr··=-5·q;c;~====--2 ... ~-~"f'=·~~~"~==-=~==-~~--~-
s DIR 86.5 40.2 O.l 
----~--~--"---KllC-____ 16T;6~~----p-·-·~·----· RFR ______ 7 2;i~-------2t;;7-------=cr;3------~--o-;5·~~-------.,-----~-~ 
MWC 172.5 P RFR 73.2 28.l -1.l 5.7 
---"~·------l'f"/\S"--TBT;T-~-----p---~--1rFR--·---74-;.2--~-~~--2·g;-tf-~--~:.:-tr;9----~----:1:;7-~~----~---~--~--
s RFR 94.4 50.0 -1.8 
--~--=~~~~----·Fi:rr~~r9I. o-~~--"' ~~RFA-----~16:-l~-- ~zq.·r 079=· ~~~-6~~9-
RVR 207.3 P RfR 77.3 32.3 -1.2 5.5 
·--------------'S"sc----21 .. t:2---------P------R-.=A-----1<r;3-------3"2:·3"'-~-~---a:-a---~-~---6-.:9-------~---~---~-
s RFR 112.1 55.8 10.l 
-··----- ---PV R-- --2·25 ~ -0·-··· . ·-p------R F-R-- ·-a1:r:2--------3")-;9·-------cr:1---------6;r------~--- ---- ---
Pl M 290.l P RFR 88.6 42.2 0.2 6.6 
FR~~~·rr<r;'ir··- 7t3'~ -- -0~;2--------~-~-~5~;::,\~~~~· 
HAY 318.6 P RFR 90.4 45.4 -1.2 4.9 
1 f\f---310~--7----- --- ----15-- ----fit"F R-- -- --9~r;r- --------z;~;i---~------<.r.;;--9--·---------r:2---------- --···· -- ----
BAR 366.l P RFR 97.2 51.4 -0.3 5.8 
------------MAr:---3 6!).;;'J--"- --p --·---- --- -RrR·----q;;z;- ----··-·- 'ST; 5------:;;;.-rr;T---------6:--3-- ----------------
E CC 402.5 P RF~ 89.9 55.7 -12.0 -6.0 
0.1 SEC 
• 
0.6 KM 
-------------------····-----·-·-·--TA°TTTUIJF---·---------------3~-~I-.-4-l\.J~-----------------------------
LONG I TUDE 117 48.3 W 
----·--·--- ----------------------------L>-El'TR-- -· - ------·--------- ----- --·---------·c;-.;~--K~ - ------------------------- -------- - - --- - - -·-- -
ORIGIN TIME 5 9 44.6 GCT 
-----------STJr--·-l)Erf'A ___ PffA5E--i-'lPE ___ ARrfIVAL--IR1.f\7F(~--l{FS11J(fAC--····p·.;;;n:;;; 
TIME TIME (SEC) DEL/8.1 
CLC 19 .. 6 p DIR 48 .. 0 o.o 
s OIR 54 .. 3 -o.o 
• 
S DIR 63.0 18.2 0.2 
·------------- ··wnY -··········· ·9·5;;;-~r-------15--------01R.------~;ir.-r-------r,;r·-~---:::.-cr;;-z-------·---··----------------·--·-·--
r 1 N 138.2 P DIR 67.4 22.6 0.2 
• 
FTC 147.3 P OJR 68.0 24.0 -0.6 
-·--·----··--·--··M"wc··ya2·:6·-----·15·-----R·F-R-----1'1-;,-2--------21.r:2--·----::cr;6---------i-:1·--··------
KRC 185.3 P RFR 74.l 29.4 0.1 6.6 
• • 
S RFR 103.l 56.2 2.3 
---·-~---·-----·sac··· 2·34-;3------~15---·--·1rF_R _____ arr;4-··----·---:J4-;:tr-~----T;o---------6:-9--------·-- --
s RFR 109.6 60.3 4.7 
·pv1r--·2 31f~ r-·-----·p-·-----RF_R _____ ao:r·------35;·3--------c:r:.·a-------- -6·.-1------- ------ ·-- --
BCN 268.4 P RFR 104.3 39.l 20.6 26.6 
• 
SNC 329.4 P RFR 90.5 46.0 -0.l 5.2 
···---·---------·-=- - ·· --·-rH=~r.r · - ,. 
BAR 367.3 P RFR 95.9 51.3 -0.0 o.O 
~- -1u::·R.---r4:r .. -r-------0a .:e--~----9:7--------- -----·-- ·--- -
ECC 397.4 P RFR 112.2 54.9 12.7 18.5 
• 
--s TANl5Alnr-eJU~(fRS-. 
ORIGIN TIME o .. 1 SEC 
Y COORDINATE 0.5 KM 
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·-·-----~---------------·--·------------[AT] TU DE 
LONGITUDE 117 46.9 w 
ORIGIN TIME 
- ··---- ----·------$11\"'''lj £L'F'A ___ ff HA st:-'T'rf!IE''''A.RKIV.AC--'TRAVc( ___ f{'t5Tt'fffA[ ____ j).;;-a.:.:----------- -- -·- --
TIME TIME ISECJ DEL/8.1 
I SA 67.9 p DIR 71.l o.o 
s DIR 82.8 23.0 -0.1 
s OlR 84 .. l 25.4 -L.2 
S DIR 98.6 38.0 0.7 
- --___ P ______ oTir- • .. • 
S DIR 99.2 40.9 -1.6 
·· i:rv ~ -- --"Itrz :s·----,,--p---- ---- ·- ·r.rF-R --- --·-gs-;!·-------zS";6------:.:o-.-2------ -----~:-3---------·--- -----
s RFR 104.4 44.3 0.2 
- -~----- ~--=--K·1rc- - rnr;;·5"'-----P~~=-rrF·ff~--Er2--;-r--z1-::-6--- ·:::-s-.-o·~~~ 
TIN 185.7 RFR 88.6 29.5 -o.a 
ORIGIN TIME 0.2 SEC 
Y COORDINATE 1 • .3 KM 
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-------·-r,;·a1£·--
-----------DA'f)\''~~F orr··e-Atrr·R-t,fulKE'--(jf ~MArrA15 ,-- rc.flt6 ~~~----------------------
LONGITUDE 118 0.5 w 
-------- ------- ---- --- -------- -- --------------ne·PrH·----======---
oR 1c1 N TIME 13 21 1 .. 9 CCT 
'PHA St-TYPE'' -Ari 1rnr.1c·--TRAVE"[~--A'tSrt5mrc···fj;;;;(j:;;;···------ --
TI ME TIME (SEC) DEl/8.l 
HAI 45.2 P DIR 9.2 7.5 -0. 
----~--------.,=---"·----,~--~T::~--~-~-irFR~o:;i+~- ----~:z3·;a~~ - 6". 3-~---~==- --- -=-
Mwc 167.6 p RFR 28.4 26.4 -o.o s.s 
-----==-----------p745-==·-rro;i.=====--"°--------RF'R-----zi:r:·6=====-=·2T;i.=-~-----u:;·o·----=-----5~'1==---------------
R VR 201.4 P RFR 32.8 30.7 O.O 6.0 
------====-==SBc·=·-z1T.;'7t _______ l'" _____ "RFR====°'3it.;·r======"'Jz:u-=~=-==·u;T=====-=-~6-:.1-·-------------- ·-·-------· 
PLM 284.1 P RFR 43.l 41.6 -0.l 6.1 
·~~~~~~~·a·or·--·za1.-a · - p ·---- -- RFR ~~T.~~~~~7;·0 u-:1.· ·--5:'.lt~--~--~~--···--·--·-
-- ---- --------·-· -- --· -- "--------- -- --·-sr"A l\\fO-Alf Cf "ElrRUR S" ·- ----------------------------------------=------------ -------- --- -
ORIGJN TIME O.l SEC 
V COORDINATE 0.6 KM 
··----··--··--·-----·-------THIS''-'t~R'TffQOXKc=wAs--c.TICAlFO""RITJPt'TlVE""TlrTHF" _____________________ _ 
EARTHQUAKE Of JUL 111 1956, AT 19 22 6.7 GCT. THE 
-~~~--=~mE'P.""EA'RTRQU-Al<t'"lij~·S"-'ltS"STC'~C'A TI ON -UF -- . --- - -- -· - - --~~ 
35 45.9 N, 117 56.9 W, ANO A DEPTH OF 12.6 KM. 
-··--------·-----
... TATITUDE 
LONGI OE 
DE 
ORIGIN llME: 
JTUDE 
TA 
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'''3 
118 0 .. 2 w 
. '""'6''.;"3·-KM 
13 49 37.0 GCT 
6':. 
··-·----··· ·-nJ!r·-·oELT~·-··-PHAS'E'TYP f' -''ARR IVA L---TR'A"V EC: ____ KESTDUAL P-U-
l I ME TIME (SEC) DEL/8.1 
HAI ·48 .. 3 p DJR 44 .. 8 e .. o -o .. 
lSI .. l Rf R 61~9 .4· -0.3 6. 
MWC 164 .. 3 p RFR 63.0 26 .. 2 -0 .. 3 5 .. 7 
s 7!l''~ 'RfR ~ "'- 6tt .. 4 -= ='=··,,,~--· 2 .. 2''"''·' .. ·1 <-.~= c=~-~·-
R VR 198 .. 3 p Rf R 67.4 .30 .. 5 -0 .. 3 5 .. 9 
···zor:r:o·- ·p-· 'R'FR' ..... 69. -·-----· ·o • .. 
PlM 281-0 p RFR 78 .. 2 41 .. 4 o .. o 6.5 
· 2 s·r~··q· ···~··~·-15 R 78 .. .s· ~ .. =-··'~= "''° ~·o ,,,_ 
--~-·---··---·-······-------······ ---·s··r.1.fl\fo A'R[f "ER Adfts··-···-- ,.,. --··- .. ·--·-·····~-~- --·----·-··, ··---- _, -- ···-· ,,._..,_ "''°' ,,, .... ,,,.,,, 
ORIGIN TIME 0.5 SEC 
'C'OOl:fDI NA lE ....... 2·::;·9 - "'"'"",, .. ,,,, .. ,"~·-···~---,, ... ,, ...... _ .. ,, ,._,, __ ,,,, ·-- ~ .. - -- ... -
Y COORDINATE 2.0 KM 
,,.,, .......... ,,~~~·~~r-- 0 IN A ft"""··~·~ S. 7 
---------------------THfS--EAJffJfQffAKE·-w.A·s-loc.ATEff-R-E[Af1VE-lti 
EARTHQUAKE OF JUL 111 1956, AT 19 22 6.7 GCT. 
. -~~~-- ~- ~lATT'ER"""Fl.\"RTf!QUAKE' '\<Hrs····· A ssrGf\iE]'.f-l\'"'[]'.Jt'ATt 
35 45.9 N, 117 56.9 w, AND A DEPTH OF 12.6 KM. 
-----·---------
THE 
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--------1-ATlTUOE' __ _ 
LONGITUDE 117 59.9 w 
-- ·oePTH 
ORIGIN TIME 13 21 1 .. 9 GCT 
·15er1x··----PHAS;t--TVPE--ARR-fV':AC--TRA-VtC--Rt-Sll50J~T---p:.:a.:··-------
T IME TIME (SEC> OEL/8.1 
HAI 44 .. 8 p DIR <L,;t 7.5 -0.2 
PAS 176.8 p RFR 29 .. 6 27.3 -0 .. 1 5.9 
• 
RVR 201 .. 6 p RFR 32.8 - 30.6 0.6 6 .. 0 
• 
PLM 284.1 p RfR 43.l 4L.5 o .. o 6.1 
-------------------- ----------------------STAf:fOAR_D ___ ERRORS----------------------------------------------- ---------- -- -- ---------
OR 1 GIN TIME 0.5 SEC 
V COORDINATE 2,.3 KM 
E"IJrTAQUARt-W.trs--uJCATEff"--R£[;A!lVE-1rr-rnE-"' _________________________________ _ 
EARTHQUAKE OF OCT 24, 1959, AT 15 35 15.3 GCT. THE 
35 44.7 N, 118 1.4 W, ANO A DEPTH OF 7.4 KM. 
HAI 47.5 
PAS 174 .. l 
IflJOE 
LONGITUDE 
DEPTH 
ORIGIN TIME 
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i1a o .. e w 
13 49 37,..0 CCT 
, __ Tvf>·1;---a~1rnnn::_---Tit'AQJ:c~------R:"E"~romt[ ___ 1f:::.u.:-------------
T I ME TIME CSECJ OEL/8.1 
p OIR 44 .. 8 7 .. 9 -o .. 
P RFR 64.4 21 .. 2 -0 .. 2 
--····,••••«••••··-----~~---··-K·~~·,---~ 
RVR 199.4 P RFR 67.4· 30 .. 5 0 .. 2 5.8 
,.,c--.~~----·,~--~ =-"""'-~- ,~ ~-,,,-- -..,~-r "-----~~ --~~ s1=AND A~RO..,,.,.-.,E.RRl:JR-S~~~-,~ =-=-==~=~=,.,.-,~ .• ~~~=.,--,,=========-~=-====-==,~--·,-~·-"'=-oo-~--~,~-~-- ==~·~c~= =~-~~-~ ·---
0 RIG IN TiME 0.3 SEC 
· · , .. ----- -----------------------·· ------- ---x-·cucrR1Yr:f.rli TE. -·-··2-;g··-··'Rlil _________________ -------------------------- --- ··· -- --- -
Y CCORDINATE 1.4 KM 
z··clJOl:t.1ffNATF''"' ·3~'3·· 'KM~-~~~~~~-----------------~~~~--~~~~-
-- ------------- ----n:rrs·· E'ARTFH::HJAR_t __ ~fA"S"-((H:--ATE"D--RtlA1TVt-ICrTAF----------~------ --- --- --·· 
EARTHQUAKE OF OCT 24, 1959, AT 15 35 15.3 GCT. THE 
-~~··~~-~--H-D'fTTER-FARTHCU~KFwJrS~l\'SS'TbNED~ A-TOCATTU~~ 
35 44.7 N, 118 1.4 W1 ANO A DEPTH OF 7.4 KM. 
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NOTES FOR TABLES 16 THROUGH 23 
NOTE 1. All latitudes are north, all longitudes are west, and 
all times are GCT. 
NOTE 2. An orgin time in which the second appears as '-0. ' 
wss given only to the nearcot minute in the St. Amnnd-
Allen catalog. 
--,------ -,DATe·--------"24 APR 36 "2-z-JuN-·42------~-2--Ju~:r-4·2------T6-·oc1·42 
LAT 36 9.0 36 15.0 36 15.0 36 15.0 
-- LONG·--------11 r 57 .. o- · ll r-ss; o·--~----rr1-·ss~-ff----·--Trr·sa. o 
TIME 19 O -o. 22 13 51.0 23 51 1.0 10 7 27.0 
·----------·~ ., .,., '· ·' -
• • 
-~-~~----- --------Hl\l · p --· --10 ;1·--~r1J:r·------s~=-~------2-;s------"S";£----2:.-2----·2 rF:2---- ··r .. ~-------- --
s 30.7 3.7 
------·=·--·==----------..-~,- •. o 
s 40.2 40.2 81.8 30.8 33.5 30.5 56.6 29.6 
---4·~-~ ~,---42·:~------Ers·;z..----l~-.-z.-----4·~; • .. ·· zrs-:. 
s 70.3 70.3 110.8 59.8 69.2 66.2 89.2 62.2 
--------,1f11s-··p---- ---zt·2-~ 9-=-42~9------a-;0;-o---"'15";·0------~nr; 4--~-3 s.. 3 s .. 2 
s 69.0 69.0 114.l 63.l 68.4 65.4 94.2 67.2 
_,,,.,~,- ---- "RVR"''p'"~~~~4-5·~'3' ''45~l--, ,,,,~J9'"~-4~'J'S'. 3'7. 9 
s 122.2 11.2 73.5 70.5 97.7 10.1 
-~·~---,~"·-------- sac""?·--,, , .... ,,, ... ~ .. ,- · 9L. 5---- -40~ 5~----z.-3· ;o·~~~4lL.-o-~~~"6"6" .. ·6 .. -39 .. 6 
s 122.5 71.5 10.1 61.1 99.8 72.8 
,~~,,~,,, ___ ~,~~~J>-CK""P __ ,___ ------~,- ---------------,~,,- ----" -- , ___ ---~--------. 
.. 7 
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DATE ··30 MAY. 
lAT 36 a .. o 36 9.3 
117 58.0 
1 50 -o. 12 36 2 .. 6 
Hl.\r p • 
s 61.4 5 .. 4 
lSl p 13 .. 5 10 .. 9 
s 86.5 86.5 89.9 33 .. 9 31 .. l 28.5 
·Ki:rc~·~p···~·---~~···----~~~~--·-·· 
s 53 .. 0 50.4 
s 117. 7 111 .. 1 114.3 58.3 
.. • • .. 
s 123 .. 5 123 ... 5 114.6 58 .. 6 66.0 63.4 
FHll'C·p·-----~95;·9--·"1:_p)-~"Er--··95. 
s 124.0 124 .. 0 121.6 65 .. 6 11.5 68 .. 9 
s 129 .. 9 129.9 12.1 10.1 
PLM p 107.0 107.0 50.5 47.9 
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4 .. 0 
TIME 9 44 
""'~~···~---HAr·p--···~4Ef~2~~-· g~;z·~··-~H:r;r~---7·;5------------·~-------------------,·-------------~~-·~···· 
s 56.7 16.7 36.0 12.8 
TIN P 58.2 18.2 41.4 18.2 
······--······---·,--···-·········s-.. --··1·<r~··6·--·j''C:r~·6----~·5n~:1;·s---·".J;r:6 .. --------·---~-----------·----------------------------
Mwc P 73.9 33.,9 56.9 33.7 
....... -~-----·, .. ·--5--'"--97;·5°'-·· 
PAS P 74.5 34.5 57.3 34.l 
sac P 76.o 36.o 
·--· .. ··· .,_, ... ,, ______ ··--~~·--r O?i;)-... ~--6i.-;3-~~·--· -· ~ .. --.. ~-~ --.. ·-------------- ---·"----~--,,,------- ·--- .. -,,,_. __ "'"'"----~-~ 
BBC P 61.5 38.3 
-··------·-'"-RVJr-P"''''''"'7'8.; 5'""'""38-,;"~r"""'"-61-;z.t-- - '3ff."2 _______ -------- -·-·-------"_, ___ " _________ ,, ----"~--"-----
s 106.7 66 .. 7 
--· -- ------- - ---· P "CM--p--- - 89~ ,-- -4-q~s-··------,-z-~--o·-~-4·a·;;a-~-
l JC s 147.2 107.2 
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........ TABLE 'TBA-·-----·--·-----·--·- ----·. 
~ir1rrv·,,;r·~Ain:i~r1nrvr:L···nR"r'S"·-FoR·-·sRnc·Krf4·e1r~·30 zt6 ·N, ·· rnr~u3-··i;r--·--~·~· ·  -·· 
__ .. _________ rrAr..:·· -- ·· -··2"2--A uc-·; s· ·· ··- za···· JlfN--6r-··---7s-~J7\,r6r------2-rr-Jii\N. 
L 35 46.l 35 46.7 35 48.2 35 46.6 
·---··-·-- ONG···· 11 a··· 2 .. 2 ··· · 11 a·· 2 ~ 9-------·1ra·--2·.-o--------rrs·---l~·o---·--·-·- -
TI E 14 41 20.8 8 12 46.2 14 1 R.5 17 2 12.2 
·p·----27;T·-;-·a:;9···---5'.r;cr··---o-:.·a-··---1"S";&----1~T-----n~-.. -1-----6-:-9---···-··· 
151 p 52.8 6.6 
HAI p 27.6 6.8 52.9 6.7 17.3 5.1 
ISA p 21 .. a 15.4 6 .. 9 18.8 6.6 
WOY p 32.8 12 .. 0 58.4 12.2 21.2 12 .. 7 23 .. 9 11 .. 7 
FTC p 41.9 21.1 67 .. 2 21.0 29.5 21.0 32.8 20.6 
.. ·Er··------·-------
T IN P 44.7 23.9 69.6 23.4 31.7 23.2 35.8 23.6 
-------------------s-----6 r~4---4u-~-6----·a5;·5'"- · 40--·~-3---~-4 7-.;4---1:cr.-9-----4"9"; 9·---31;. r------------ -
KRC P 47.4 26.-6 72.6 26.4 34.9 26.4 38.9 26.7 
MWC P 47.9. 27.l 73.2 27.0 36.0 27.5 38.8 26.6 
-·--·-··--·-·--··-- -------s--.. --t;«;r;·2·-·4a-;4" ____ ----------··---------·· ------~---·- ------·--·----- -...... -· · ··- ------·--·- -·--· -· 
OlT P 48.9 28.l 
-----··------- ·p-,,, s--p--·-- -4If ;z-· .. 27:.-~----7zt-;z--za-:·o-----'°3o:it--2T;-~-----,rn-;z· -·--·2tr :o---- ·---- -· 
s 94.4 48.2 
BBC P 45.3 24.5 
·· ·RvFr·p·---··-52·;1 ·····3'1:;·3 · ··-·1r~3--·-3·r:;·1-----4n·~-a··-··-32~ 
SBC P 54.6 33.8 79.1 31.1 42.2 33.7 
3~-0 
53 ... 2 
......... , ......... "-----------------·-·--··· ·-·- .... -~-- ........... ----7 2 ,;1 
PVR P 80.2 34.0 42.5 34.0 so.a 
" 8CN P 63.4 42.6 88.6 42.4 
.ir 
4L.O 
• ·· .. 43-~·r .. ~·· ··r;5,:;9·,··s.r~r, ,. 
HAY P 90.4 44.2 
-··-··~ .. ~vnr·p--- .......... -- ··- ........ ..~-- .. «;12·~-r- .. ,4-b·. 
BAR P 97.2 51.0 59.8 51.3 63.5 51.3 
ECC P 89,.9 43.7 
ror~1-··· 
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"""T ABLE -·l'e·Er··-
r········ 22 .. FE 8 -6r·----16-""Sl:P"-·02------1t;1-°SFP""-62-·---------- ... 
LAT 35 46.7 35 47.l 35 44.3 35 48.1 
..........•.. ·-- ····-1 118 2. 1 11 a=·- ~3 ~··2-~~=~=~=11·a==,~3=.=2========1cr a~~~=o~:;~ 8~"~~~~--- ~•~<~~ ~·" 
TIME 6 47 38.9 1 3 1.6 5 36 15.9 18 50 30.7 
.. 
s 44 .. l 13 .. 4 
HAI P 
ISA P 37.8 7.1 
WOY P 50.7 11.7 13.7 12.1 28.4 12.5 43.3 12.6 
····-·--· ·-···· ·•·· ---- ··· - ·---5'"··--·· 6·r.r;·rr--·z1-:1-----2·z·;4----20-;s---------------···-- .... - .. ---------··----···---·---·-------··----· 
FTC P 59.9 20.9 22.8 21.2 37.0 21.l 52.4 21.7 
--··----··------------s-----77;w--·3ir;Er----z. z ;;r-- · 41-;·3------· ·· ·· ... --·,·---------·---···-· 
TIN P 62.9 23.9 25.0 23.4 39.8 23 .. 9 53.6 22.9 
KRC 
MWC P 
RVR P 70.5 31.6 31.9 30 .. 3 46 .. 9 31 .. 0 
·~s"BC"~·11~,~,~-7z;:;·9··"''"'""''~·9-~·,~~'J'1";~38. 3 . '50,,. o 3"4:. I . 
PVR P 43 .. 4 41 .. 8 50.4 34.5 
57.8 21.1 
58 ... 7 29.0 
62 .. 3 31 .. 6 
,,_,.,,.,_,,, .. ,.,, ... -- ..... ·, -rr----a·2· ;;;9 ·- --43;9"----43-;l)--42-.. -2------ ·--·---~-----------,2-.-a---i;2:-r·--··------ --
S NC P 6L.4 45.5 
--------··---- -- ··HAY:_ P"" __ , __ <rz;?t"- --s"!': .\-------------------------6T;z--~z.-5-:;3-----a4·-;n-- · 53 ~-3-" ___ · 
BAR P 90 .. 1 51.l 52 .. 9 51 .. 3 67.7 51.8 83.0 52 .. 3 
, ..~--=~·-~--~~-~-r····,. 
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T E 
TRAVEL TI FOR" SHOClCS~--NEJt1C-~5~7tS'llf;~~rnrmw~~-~-------- -
ocr 59·· -· 2·4·-·oc-r-s.,~r-----~,.--m:;-,.-~9------n:;·-Nm1 
lAT 
ONG. 
35 44.7 35 44.5 35 44.3 35 44.9 
11 s i. 4 · ---·Trs---r~-r-------11a---o-.-4--------1re--
TIME 1 s 35 15.3 16 11 24.3 19 58 20.1 12 5 35.0 
• • 
---------------crc·--p------ir; ~r-- -··-o-;·5--------------------- -- ----21.1;T-~--6:_6 ____ ?tr: 4-- -6 :·4--- -------~ ---.- -- -
151 p 22.2 6.9 27.2 1.1 42.3 7.3 
s 36.9 12.6 
---------------Frfi.r-p-----·22·;-o·----·-1;3--------~r;r----r:rt------zT;s··---...,-;4·----~-i-:r-----,:-z-·------------·--
s 21.1 11.a 36.9 12.6 32.7 12.6 
·------~-~-----~woy·~p~~---z-r;t;--~Tz~~3-~~-~ei;g·~~T2-;;·o---~"'J·z;:o--~i-z-;-s--~--1tT-;;-3--- ··-T2 ~ 3----· -- - -- -- ·-
s 35.5 20.2 45.9 21.6 41.8 21.1 56.7 21.1 
~-~·~- · - ~nc··i:r··=™"3 .5"'.~li zcr;r~z;lt·~~1r·=£U75"'~~u77~rr;o-~5' .. 9 ---zrr;'9·~··~·· 
s 50.6 35.3 
-~ro=-.,,,=-~~-==~=~-T-fN~~·p~ =·~~~3<)-~ 7,-=~-2-4-~-4 =~~~=4a~5~~=o~Cz~~~2·~=="'~=i;~=;i.====2·4=.=3~~~,=~5c;r;it=--24~;-Zt---·~~----- ,--·- "- - "-- --
S 56.2 40.9 65.8 41.5 60.2 40.l 76.9 41.9 
------- ---- ---~ -----"'KR c---p--- -- ---i;r; lr---zo-.--s-·--- ·s o·;a-----i·o-.-s-----40-; T---zo-.-'6--··- ··----··· --~~ -- ---·- --- -- ----------- -· ---
s 68.8 44.5 
·~~~,,J\·~·-zr3-;7t'~ll-;T · 52"";~zg;.· T. :tttr;. o~·o····--·"2a~-rr~··-~-·--~~ ·· 
s 64.l 48.8 65.6 45.5 83.4 48.4 
... ., ..... - ............... RvR···rr--·--:tt-o·;·rr~-°3·0-~·r·--:s:s-;·o--··3ff;7·,.-·· .. :sr~·3"···-3-r;·z···-··-···---·--·-
s 75.0 54.9 
· - -"·-- ----------·sac-· p-·-- ---4:f1-;5---3~-.-2------str;4---·3'4;1--·----- .. ----- ---·- -.. ----· -·-~59-; o ·---3 zt:: 
PVR P 49.9 34.6 58.8 34.5 56.7 36.6 68.4 33.4 
BCN P 56.9 41.6 66.4 42.l 62.5 42.4 
.. cr··-4·4~:0-
HAv P 76.0 51.7 73.5 53.4 86.9 51.8 
------------- ·e-A·R--p----66~1--sT:-zt·---75-;r -s-1-;;4----7r;;4--5T;3--·--lrt>~-4 -s-r.-it- ---- -
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a-- 'M#\R.--4:0·----··· ··ra·-..,-AR-·-40------- ··25----JuN·--:;r~-----zo--JuN---:rr----- ------------ -
LAT 35 45.3 35 44.0 35 46.3 35 45.7 
---- -- -----L'uNG~~~~~~---·-rrT --!rn-; T- --- ----r1 ·a- ---~-;u--------rrT-"5b-.-cr------- -rTr-s1:;;2-----" -
TIME 15 49 26.5 15 50 43.0 19 45 41.7 1 26 39.l 
HAI p 33.6 1.0 49.6 6.6 48.5 6 .. 8 46 .. 0 6.9 
s 69.1 42.5 85.0 42 .. 0 83.l 41.4 81.2 42 .. l 
s 69.4 42.8 91.l 48.1 
• 
s 75.S 48 ... 9 89 .. 0 46 .. 0 89.B 48. t f:ULO 48.9 
FRE p 57.9 31.3 11.1 30.0 69 .. 0 29.9 
--~VFC p 57. .. • 
s 85.7 59.1 96 .. 4 53.4 
s 102.3 60.6 100 .. 4 61 .. 3 
-----·--·irCN p ---6ei;·7-- ·4cr;T- -- · ---- a'"2 .. a 4·171·----·-1ro:-~·1·::~- ---- -
PLM p 68.2 41.6 83.l 41 .. 4 80.7 41.6 
PFA p 92.2 50.5 89 .. 0 49 .. 9 
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TABLE-
Jmr s1 ·-~-,·-- · r· ··Juc·s1· ----·-11--Jul--"'5'6-·---·-··------·---- .. ·- ---------
LAT 35 47.D 35 44.7 35 45.9 
1 ···57; o·---- ·-- ··-··111--5'1); 
TIME 2 6 14 .. 0 0 16 18 .. 7 19 22 
------------------cLc-p------r<r;;------5~r----24-;e1----s-;rr----r·z-;6--~--5:-«r-----------------------------------­
HA I P 21.6 7.6 26.0 7.3 13 .. 6 6.,9 
~=~.-~~. ~. --2-o-.:o~~r2-. '6-~- - Jr. r - r 2. 5 I a. 6 1 r.9 
ISA P 15.l 8.4 
-·------------------·--·s---------·-.. ---~----------------------------------21-;~r-~1-i;::»---------------·---·-------~----
w ov P 20.1 13.4 
-~---_.~~------. .-.-.. ---s·--------~_.---------------------·-----~-----------z-9";·1r-~n:;:1--------------------------·---------·-·--·--
F TC P 28.0 21.3 
Tl~ P 38.4 24~4 42.9 24.2 30.5 23.8 
-~~---~---------------s-----s-6 ;2·--42-:2------6o;r---42.-1:r----47;1r--4r:2-------------------- ----- -----
KRC P 33.6 26.9 
------------------firwc--1>------4T;t1-""t'r~-6-------4:;-;~r---z6-.-s-----lj-;3---~-6:-6--------------------------------- ----------·· 
OLT P 34.3 27.6 
s 64.7 46.0 
------------~'"'8l~rnr;· ·p~····-· ~-44~;~3~~~"J0~-~,-----5r;9-~-oe13~.-2~--~·"'l1f;4--~~.--f~(rn'-----~--- ~~-- ,_,_ -· -~_.~~ · ---·~-- -
FRE P 38.0 31.3 
=c=•=~~,.,.,.~-~~~<o•=~·~~ ,.,_._Jf\lR=--p~~~-~45~;·7~·•···='~3~1=;·7~~~--4.9=;ff«~=~1=.=1<>~·~~~~==-11;4==~="3~0=~=,7~=-~~~-~~rc-=~=·~~~~~~~~~-~o~-~-~-·~~· 
SBC P 49.7 35.7 54.5 35.8 39.2 32.5 
BCN P 46.3 39.6 
LJC P 73.0 54 .. 3 
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· iARLE ·21A 
,,,,~==~~.AlUfPilA[''~Allrr-TtfAVtl''TIMES' 'FOR 'SHOC:KS''~;fEAR 35 
,~--·--Tfr·-se·p--37-------T6--S-tP··· 
LAT 35 58.0 36 O. 36 1.0 36 l.O 
--· -------- - ~-roN"c·---------·--11·r 5 s·;·o··-- ···-·rra· ···-----.-· ,..,-----·-·--·-------·~~~~--.-· &---------·w-.,-------,--~---------·----·--- ---
TI ME 19 34 -0. 8 37 -0. 0 16 11.0 7 52 
--------------HAr-p·----i.£-;l!l----r 2~B-----·30;;2----3c,-;2-----rs;T·~--4~~-----zo-::r--·z5-:;;1-- -- -- ·-·-- -- - --
s 16.0 16.0 39.2 39.2 17.9 6.9 28.7 28.7 
s 46.6 46.6 48.2 37.2 58.2 58 .. 2 
s 67.0 67.0 87.9 87.9 68.9 57.9 79.4 79.4 
s 65 .. 5 65.5 85.B 85.8 70.0 59.0 78.9 78.9 
s 73.0 73.0 95.6 95.6 66.0 55.0 85.6 85.6 
s 79.0 79 .. 0 
s 109.3 109.3 
---~---~-~---csc~., - ·st,~5-- ·e6.5 01-:0~0.o~--Tr;a-~·1c~·o·---- ----------
s 107.2 96.2 120.3 120.3 
----~-~c~~---~-TUC~-P~------~-,--------~--- _, __ ·-------~---~~ -~-~-~~-~--~~~~-~-~-~·-~~~-1-2·zt::o-··1·2-4-:.;:· u ···-~~~·-- ---- -- -
~=· = ""'='""""'"""..,....,...,,....,,.=~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~·~·- -~- -~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~~ ~o- ~ ··=~ -~·-- ,_ - -- ~oc~··~-~-=· -~~- ~,~-~= -- ~~-~-~~.:.:,-1-08~~~~=--~== ~<= =~ = ~ ~~ = ==·= ======~~~~=~ -- -~-~--·~~--~ <:- ~ -- -- --
.,--~--------- ---- -- ,· -- -· -· -- - -· --·-·--·- -·--,----·- - -, _____ ,, .. _____ ----- T il\'8( ;::-- "218 _________ ,,,,, .... ___________________ --·-··----- -· 
~~- - -AffR.1v"A"C~AN[f1lfAVE[~TrMES~FOR-Slfot-K'S'"'NEAR~58~N t fl 7~51r·-·;r--·-- -~--~­
-------------:0A"n:----------2-r--J0[--52------·2r-s r:-p-59------Tr-,uiG--62-------------------------- -------
LAT 35 59.0 36 2.0 35 56.9 
-------------LoN'c---------rr1--s-t1,;o--------1 r1--ss-~-n-·--------1:r1-'!l£r.-e------------------------------·--=----------·--· 
TIME 15 51 39.0 0 21 50.0 ll 3 53.7 
-~--------···----HAr-p· .. --,~,4z·;n---·-~"·--~~cr--------5'2--;9--···,··--2-;·9----·---------·---~-----------------------------.. ·----------------------- .. ---· 
s 54.9 4.9 
~=·==·=··=crc'lf'="==zt4. 1 · · s;7=·-35~-2 5-.. -2--5-,9~-:-·-9--6-;z----==,-==~=,,··"·~~-·~~,.,.,..,~. 
s 12.2 18.5 
·-=---,··-----··---- rs-1--p---- --- ··--- =···· 
ISA P 63.2 9.5 
--·-·---------wur=p~---------------------,--·--·----------5lt";6----'--TZt--;o-------6T;ir---1'"3;7-----------------------------,--,., ______________ .... 
. s 74.8 24.8 11.2 23.5 
~···--·~·~~~,·nr=-r> -~·5"<J-;~=--To-:5""--=·"nr~zo.4 74.1 · T0.4 
s 74.3 35.3 85.7 35.7 89.4 35.7 
- -- - -·- ·- - ·- -- - -o -Gs·c--P------- ---·-----·------------ -----· -·----- ------·--------59;:sr-----6-.-2-------------------------· -----·-- -- ---------
s 15.9 -37.8 
-----------------F'rc--p-----------·--------------------------------------------11r;i.------z4--.. -1------------------------·---------------,---
s 95.3 41.6 
s 99.6 49.6 
------·--·---------FRE--P--------1r;a------32-;0--------·-·----------------------------------------------------------------------------,-----
M WC P 83.4 29.7 
---·----------PAS---P----------------·-·--------03;3----·33--;3-------84;5--3cr:.--a------------------------------------·· 
s 108.0 58.0 
RVR P 74.5 35.5 87.4 33.7 
-------------s-0c·i>-----19:4·----i;<:r:4------------------------92-:sf-~3-9:2----------------------------- -
PVR P 96.l 42.4 
-------~,--~-~-· P_l,M. ,.,p- -" ------~--~·"'·-- ~-----·--~96~-s~- ·-~46~8~~~~~97~.~5--~4-3~13~~~"'~~~~---~-----~-----------
HAY P 105.3 55.3 
113.l 63.l 101 .. 0 53.3 
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7-JA~---3')---~-----Ts--Auc--3:r_;r-------9--Aw-~lflt------y2-~Am;-11ii---------------
LAT 36 O. 36 O. 35 56.0 35 56.0 
-··- -- ------- ·"--···rnNG---------1 Tr-iti.-; rr-------1Tr-3-s-;u--------1i1~-zto-:o--------·--111--'tfi::o--------- · -·· 
TIME 20 21 -0. 15 48 18.0 14 1 5.0 8 25 20.0 
~~='°''=·-.,'""-~-·na·=~===-~A~ltT--fR~·r·~-~~~=AllRT~""'IR\/'J~~==AlfRT--TRVT-~~'""~lR-P:T~~TR·VT~---- -r------~--· 
-------------------·-fnu --p-·- ' -·s-zt':O-ll ___ °"S 4:;· 6 ··- ---22t; cr---o;t:r----rr;r-~--6:.~-----·zr;q-·----7:.-9-------~~---- ---
s 15.4 10.4 31.4 11.4 
----===--~~~=~·rrw·-p····-10-;-9····-·-70;·9··-,,·----- - 28"· .. s --z~ s 43 .. 6 23. 6 
s 87.7 87.7 45.2 40.2 62.8 42.8 
···-----------------,.,-wc··---r,------7r;r;'9---,<r:9---·-·5·0~1---32-;r----3·1;3--~1-2:3~~~-,-~r;.-3---·33:-3-·------------------·-
s 107.0 107 .. 0 77.5 59.5 63.1 58.1 75.5 55 .. 5 
·----------·· -· ·---· ·-----FR E- -p---------a·z; o·· --g2--;.,-:o-~------ · ---------~----~~~----~--------~~-~-----~~--~---==-=====-==---- -- -·- --- -
s 107.0 107.0 
---c==~=-=-=- -~~--P'lfs·=-1'.r=-~-ar;;-s--~ 'lJT-.s--"·==s-o~-~3Z. 7 3 tr.!=:J3. I sz;:-~~-;-u== -------
s 110.7 110 .. 7 80.5 62.5 62.0 57.0 18.0 58.0 
·---==------- ----RvR---p=---- ·a3·;4·===s:r~zt- .. ---=52·:z·--=34;2===--=itlr:.-Y== ·-.;s--:r=-==so:.-·o--=--3ei-~ o-- -- -- --- --- -
s 67.5 62.5 84.4 64.4 
s 119 .. 0 119 .. 0 94.5 76.5 73.2 68.2 92 .. 7 12 .. 1 
PLM P 50.4 45.4 66.1 46.l 
·==-~--------------l.=Jc·-=p==-------------·-----------------16·;:cr-=-5rr;o===--s1r:·2--~-;3:=2==---73= .. ~r-~·~r3:~r"· --·--"· ··~-~~·~··~···· 
s 102.2 97.2 117.9 97.9 
TUC P 107.4 102.4 122.7 102.7 
-no-
UH 35 56 .. 0 35 57 .. 4 
TIME 6 27 57.0 10 43 35.3 
----~--------.. ·-----cEc--P"'----------------------------31;r;z--·-----3-;9-------------~-----------------------------------------------
HA I P 63.0 6.0 39.3 4.0 
ISA P 46.9 11.6 
---------------------------s----------------------------:ss-;s---70-.-5------------~----------------------------------------
T IN P 79.8 22.8 56.5 21.2 
_____________________ , -s---------------------------·7,7;-r--3r:4" ..... _, ____ ~,----~------------·----------------------·----·--~-----
F Tc P 61 .. 9 26.6 
KRC P 67.3 32.0 
·-------------------------91··;2----;~.-9------------··-------------------~--------------------
MWC P 90.0 33.0 64.8 29.5 
- --- --- ----·- ·--------s---rrs-;it--'5a-;zt-------i;>o---;zt--'5s·.--1------------------------------------------------------- - -
OLT P 66.6 31.3 
PAS P 90.7 33.7 66.8 31.5 
RVR P 
SBC P 100.4 43.4 73.7 38.4 
PVR P 72.5 37 .. 2 
--1>ur ·p--·-ra'3~-,---46-.:1·· · 1a. 
HAY P 81.6 46.3 
'TJC p-
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T JrB1:F-----z~- ------------ -_., __ --- -----· ·-· --- --·-- ·-- -- -·--- .. 
. ---------------AlrRTVJXl ANO TRAVEL TIMES-FOR SHOCKS NEAR 35· 25 \!", 1 lT 34· W 
DATE 
LAT 
LONG 
TIME 
-----·-----MAG 
3 "JUCA4 . 11 MAY ·45··--·-·29···ac·r··4·6·----·-·21 'SFP"63' .. 
35 21.0 35 26.0 35 25.0 35 25.2 
· rrr-sz;a-· -- - ITT :ttu;rr--·----·1n~-4·r .. -cr--------1TT-zt:o.-g- --
s 38 23.0 0 9 54.0 11 34 58.0 5 5 59.9 
4 ~-,-- - 3 :;·5------- --- ---- ~ ;3 
ARRT TRVT. . AR.RT TRVT . ARRT -TRVT tiRRT TRVT 
rsA p TLT ·1r~2 
HAI P 38.5 15.5 69.0 15.0 73.3 15.3 73.5 13.6 
s ·4g~-T--·-2s-;,1-·11f:.:o~-~6 83.2 - 2s.;2 ~-a 2z-;;-9~-
Gsc P 75.9 16.o s·· · -- -- -· ····- · ····· · --- -··· -·- -· · ···--··· ··· ------·- ---·---·-···-- ----- · ··· -- · ·· ·····----------·- ... ., ..... s z;·~-1--- · ···· "2·4··::·2··· -- ··· · -· --···--
FTC P 78.9 19.0 
-· s·· --·-- -- -........ ····- ·· -·- · ------ ------------- ·-----------··9-,.-1--·-·J"3·:.--2 · 
MWC P 44.8 21.8 77.0 23.0 81.6 23.6 81.8 21.9 
- --s 5·9-~-a- ·;6~-~r · 9'3-.. '4·-· 3c:r~4-·---·-eyq~r--"'4~r;T--~-·-'1B~-e1---··3·g~7--------·----
PAs P 45.9 22.9 78.6 24.6 83.5 25.5 83.5 23.6 
s 63~2 40.2 9t:a JS.Er·· 9<r:o··-·41:·z,·-·-cJ<J:2 3'9.3 
RVR P 49.1 26.l 80.8 26.8 85.l 27.1 85.3 25.4 
s · 6a-:1 -i,:s-;r-- · ·9tJ.1 ~-45·~ r···-ro·4;·?~~--40~:·5~~-rcf4:4··--·44~-s · 
KRC P 82.5 22.6 
r IN P 53. 1 30 .. 7 84~ 4 30·~4· ·--·--\J-ci·:·1 - ·32-: r ··a-a-:·a·--·zg;r· 
s 77.5 54.5 107.5 53 .. 5 112.5 54 .. 5 
SBC p :54.6-- '3]. .. 6 ... 9(f.O 36~o· . 9·4.--a··--~-6~-o-
s 80.4 57.4 114.2 60.2 120.3 62.3 
PIM-P ·()4;0 41. d 91. 2 31. 2 . 95~9----·37--;.·cr· 9S. 9 
HAY P 105.6 
s 
BAR P 
102 .. 1 
4 7.;·!; 
79 .. l 
roo.s· 46 .. 
133.6 79.6 
• 
36.0 
45.9 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. Key map showing location of Walker Pass region. 
Figure 2. Epicenters in the Walker Pass region and surrounding 
area. 
Figure 3. Aftershocks of the earthquake of March 15, 1946, in 
Walker Pass. 
Figure 4. Locations of the earthquakes near Brown. 
Figure 5. Locations of earthquakes near Haiwee during January, 1959. 
Figure 6. Locutions of earthquakes near Walker Pass during October 
and November of 1959. 
Figure 7. Locations of earthqu::ikP.R nP.Rr WRlkP.r PasR dnring January 
and February, 1961. 
Figure 8. Structures and velocities used in the location of 
earthquakes for the study of the Walker Pass region. 
Figure 9. Region covered by the structure and velocity matrix and 
depths of the Mohorovicic Discontinuity used for the 
study of earthquakes in the Walker Pass region. 
Figure 10. Method of formation of layers in the non-parallel 
plane layer travel time routine. 
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FIGURE 4 
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FIGURE 6 
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FIGURE 7 
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FIGURE 8A 
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